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Abstract 

Multi-robot Behaviors with Bearing-only Sensors 
and Scale-free Coordinates 

by 

Andrew J. Lynch 

This thesis presents a low-cost multi-robot system for large populations of robots, a new 

coordinate system for the robot based on angles between robots and a series of experi

ments validating robot performance. The new robot platform, the r-one will serve as an 

educational, outreach and research platform for robotics. I consider the robot's bearing

only sensor model, where each robot is capable of measuring the bearing, but not the 

distance, to each of its neighbors. This work also includes behaviors demonstrating the 

efficiency of this approach with this bearing-only sensor model. The new local coordinate 

systems based on angular information is introduced as scale-free coordinate system. Each 

robot produces its own local scale-free coordinates to determine the relative positions of 

its neighbors up to an unknown scaling factor. The computation of scale-free coordinates 

is analyzed with hardware and simulation validation. For hardware, the scale-free algo

rithm is tailored to low-cost systems with limited communication bandwidth and sensor 

resolution. The algorithm also uses a noise sensitivity model to reduce the impact of noise 

on the computed scale-free coordinates. I validate the algorithm with static and dynamic 

motion experiments. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The acceleration of embedded computation and sensing is creating a bright future for 

low-cost multi-robot systems. While multi-robot systems have been studied for over 22 

years [1], the feasibility and engineering hurdles have presented major barriers in the field. 

In the past, single robot applications have dominated the media and history of robotics. 

For example, single robots have shown commercial success in robot vacuuming [2], drone 

surveillance [3] and autonomous driving [4]. How do these applications apply in the multi

robot context ? Let's take an example, imagine cleaning your house with a single robot 

vacuum or performing surveillance of a city with one aerial robot. Now imagine cleaning 

your house with a team of robot vacuums or performing surveillance with a swarm of robots 

much more efficiently. The key idea is how the robots work together to accomplish the 

task compared to a group of single robots all operating independently. Therefore, multiple 

robots is the next logical step in robotics because a single robot vacuuming a large building 

will never be as effective as a team of robot vacuums cooperating together. Despite the 

success of single robot applications, multi-robot systems are still filled with challenges in 

hardware and software. Multi-robot distributed sensing, actuation, communication and 

control need integration into a standardized system. 

1.1 Contributions 

This work introduces a new multi-robot platform, a novel coordinate system for the plat

form and a series of control experiments to validate the performance. The brief terminol

ogy overview of each system will be mentioned in the introduction followed by an in-depth 

1 



(a) r-one. (b) r-ones in configuration. 
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Figure 1.1: a: The r-one robot was designed by MRSL group at Rice University for multi

robot research. b: Multiple r-one robots for testing procedure. c: The four common 

multi-robot platforms and corresponding cost comparison. Each robot has a different 

capability set . See discussion in the second chapter for more details about the related 

multi-robot designs. 

discussion in the subsequent chapters. 

1.1.1 The r-one: Multi-Robot System 

The new multi-robot platform developed in this work is called the r-one robot as shown 

in Figure l.l(a). The r-one is a multi-robot system designed for research, education and 

outreach. The robot design has struck a balance between cost and functionality at a price 

of $245 per robot. The affordable cost of the robot allows scaling to large populations of 

robot s such as 30 or more robots as shown in Figure 1.1 (b). This cost problem has not 

been solved effectively in multi-robot systems [5]. The r-one platform enables multi-robot 

research at a practical cost as compared with the prices of the other available platforms as 

shown in Figure l.l(c). The closest competitors have similar multi-robot capabilities but 

are prohibitively expensive for education and research purposes. 

In terms of education and outreach, the r-one platform delivers a high-quality robot 

experience for new students learning how to program. To welcome new programmers 

to the platform, a fully embedded python interpreter has been created for the r-one by 

Rixner and Barr [5]. The python environment was used successfully in two years of 
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freshmen engineering introduction course. The python environment on embedded system 

with sensors and motors offers an interactive learning opportunity for students. 

1 .1.2 Multi-Robot Coordinate Systems 

The r-one found a balance between cost and functionality by using angle-only sensors for 

localization and communication. Angle-only means quite literally the robot only has the 

bearing and orientation of neighboring robots. The orientation of the neighbor is the angle 

between the neighbor 's heading with respect to the sensing robot. To address the lack of 

range in angle-only coordinate systems, this work has introduced a new coordinate system. 

Figure 1.2 illustrates the concept of measuring bearing and not range between a neighbor 

robot. 

Figure 1.2: A model of bearing range between robots. The sensing robot on the left is centered 

at the origin (0,0) and x-axis is centered with the heading of the robot. Range is 

unknown for the bearing-only coordinate systems. The orientation of the neighbor 

is the angle between the neighbor 's heading with respect to the sensing robot x-axis. 

To obtain range in our new coordinate system, the robots must communicate with 

other robots in a network. Multiple robots in a network need the ability to measure 

the geometry of the communication network graph also defined as the network geometry. 

Geometric information of the network is necessary in configuration control algorithms with 

relative movements between robots. 

A global positioning system or GPS system can provide geometric information of the 

network such as in Batalin [6]. However, indoor environments do not have access to GPS 
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and therefore require another type of local sensing. For large populations of robots , there 

exists a need for low-cost and simple sensors to obtain the network geometry. 

Local Network Geometry. This work is focused on estimating local network geom

etry: measuring the pose (x, y, e) of neighbors from a robot's local reference frame [7]. 

Figure 1.3 illustrates the local network geometry of the communication formed by the 

network. The triangles formed between robots are based on bearing angle measurements 

shared between the network. 

Figure 1.3: Local network geometry with inter-angles between neighbors form the communication 

geometry. 

There are many possible sensor approaches to computing local network geometry with 

trade-offs between cost, complexity and communication requirements [8 , 9, 10]. Directly 

measuring pose (x, y, e) of neighboring robots is the most powerful type of sensing. Deter

mining a neighbor pose requires bearing and range measurements of a neighboring robot. 

Measuring only bearing or range reduces the cost of the sensing on the robot. 

The r-one robots take advantage of bearing-only sensors to measure local network ge

ometry. With only angular information, a robot has the capability to execute a clustering, 

sorted order following and a number of other algorithms [11, 12, 13]. However, this infor

mation is insufficient to directly compute all the parameters of its local network geometry. 
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Scale-Free Vornoi Example. 

As an example, consider the canonical problem of controlling a multi-robot system to a 

centroidal Voronoi configuration [14]. This is straightforward to solve with the full pose of 

neighboring robots. However, with only bearing measurements , the problem becomes more 

difficult. For example, Figure 1.4 illustrates two configurations with equivalent bearing 

measurements but very different Voronoi cells. 

Figure 1.4: Two distinct Voronoi cells with the same bearing measurements. 

This work discusses the concept of local scale-free coordinates. This allows each robot 

to use bearing measurements from its local network to determine the relative positions of 

its neighbors up to an unknown scaling factor, a , such that pose of a neighbor is given by 

p = {ax, ay , B}. Returning to the vornoi cell example, scale-free coordinates are sufficient 

to compute the centroid of a robot 's Voronoi cell. However, since scale-free distances have 

no units , the robot cannot distinguish between 3 m or 3 em distance to the centroid. 

This presents challenges to algorithms , in particular to motion control, which we consider 

in the experiment in Section 6.2. This paper argues that local scale-free coordinates are 

slightly weaker than complete local coordinates, but more practical than only bearing 

measurements. Scale-free coordinates relies on communication bandwidth to extract more 

positioning information from the network compared to bearing-only coordinate systems. 
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1.1 .3 Experimental Validation 

To verify the new multi-robot platform and the novel coordinate system, I will present a 

series of validation experiments. These experiments involve a robot moving to a centroid of 

a shape of robots using scale-free coordinates. In addition, a series of multi-robot behaviors 

such as clustering, flocking and sorted-order following will be presented to showcase per

formance of the system. These behaviors are interesting because they rely only on bearing 

measurements compared to the standard approach with range-bearing information. 

1.2 Summary 

This work consists of introducing a new robot platform, a novel coordinate system along 

with robot experiments to validate the platform. The second chapter outlines the related 

work of multi-robot platforms, coordinates systems and multi-robot experiments. The 

third chapter dives into the hardware details of the new multi-robot platform. The fourth 

chapter presents the model of robot network and coordinate system constraints. The fifth 

chapter investigates the computation of a robot's local scale-free coordinates in random 

configurations using different degree and communication parameters. 

To conclude the work, chapter six also presents a series of hardware experiments and 

robot behaviors. 



Chapter 2 

Related Work 

This chapter overviews related approaches in multi-robot systems and angular coordinates. 

The goal of this chapter is to introduce the key features of a multi-robot system and show 

how the robotics community has progressed over the years. A more in-depth related work 

section is also provided for each chapter to help distribute the information for the reader. 

2.1 Distributed Multi-robot Attributes 

Fully distributed multi-robot systems are designed for distributed sensing, actuation, com

munication and control as shown in Figure 2.1. Distributed local sensing of obstacles and 

neighboring robots sets the foundation of multi-robot systems. The robotics community 

lacks a readily available sensor package for directional communication and obstacle detec

tion for small robots [5]. The majority of fully distributed multi-robot systems build their 

own unique approach to distributed local sensing. 

There exist many partial multi-robot platforms due to their lack of distributed sensing, 

actuation, communication or control. Many of these systems have artificially created 

communication or sensing through a centralized server relaying information to the robots. 

The centralized server approach is suitable for validating distributed actuation and control 

tasks, as presented in Das [15]. Distributed actuation consists of each robot being equipped 

with mobility such as motors for movement. Executing a closed loop controller on each 

robot extends actuation to distributed control. 

This work is interested in fully distributed behaviors with physical hardware. To effec

tively execute distributed behaviors, multi-robot systems need distributed communication 

7 
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Figure 2.1: The four components of fully distributed multi-robot systems. Distributed sensing 

has local sensing on each robot. Distributed actuation is the ability for each robot 

to move. Distributed control combines together on-board sensing and actuation into 

local control systems on each robot. Distributed communication uses line-of-sight 

communication between neighboring robots. 

with other robots to exchange information about the network geometry. Distributed com

munication can be achieved with line-of-sight directional communication sensors such as 

infrared receivers and transmitters. Communicating with an omni-directional antenna 

system does not scale for large distributed systems due to bandwidth constraints. Thus, 

line-of-sight communication is the preferred method of distributed communication. 



(a) Mataric R2. (b) Khepera. (c) Khepera II. (d) SwarmBot. 

Figure 2.2: a: The MIT R2 robot built in 1994 [16]. b: The Khepera built in 1996 [17]. 

c: The Khepera II built in 1999 as a multi-robot platform. 

d: The SwarmBot built in 2003 as a fully distributed multi-robot platform [19]. 

2.2 Early Multi-Robot Systems 

9 

One of the original multi-robot systems began with the Mataric platform R2 platform in 

1994, Figure 2.2(a) [16]. The R2 operated in groups of four to achieve group behaviors 

such as foraging and flocking. These robots were a significant milestone in the field but 

lacked the communication and sensing features for a fully distributed multi-robot. The 

robotics community took another step in multi-robot systems to reduce the physical size 

of the robot. EPFL from Switzerland introduced one of the first implementations of a 

physically small multi-robot system by upgrading the original Khepera robot created in 

1996 with distributed control to create the Khepera II in 1999 [17] as shown in Figure 2.2( c). 

Another significant leap in multi-robot systems was the design of a fully distributed multi

robot system called the SwarmBot developed by McLurkin and iRobot [18] as shown in 

Figure 3.2(c). The SwarmBot featured bump skirts, infrared, tracking beacons and on

board cameras. The SwarmBots now reside at Rice University for research experiments. 

The r-one robot presented in this work has been designed with lessons learned from the 

SwarmBots. 
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(a) Auto Assembly [22). (b) Kiva [23). 

Figure 2.3: a: Auto Assembly line with Kuka Robots performing distributed actuation. These 

are controlled by a centralized computer, thus not fully distributed systems. b: Kiva 

package distribution system are a fully distributed mobile multi-robot. 

Multi-robot Systems in Industry. 

Commercial development of multi-robot technologies have also progressed with specific 

industries. With a proper distributed platform and a simple task, large populations of 

robots scale successfully for package movement or assembly line manufacturing. For ex

ample, the auto industry has combined multiple robots together for assembly of vehicles for 

many years now (20] as shown in Figure 2.3(a) However this system is not fully distributed 

and typically has a centralized server relaying actuation commands to each robot. More 

recently, Kiva systems is the first commercial example of a fully distributed multi-robot 

system for warehouse package distribution [21] as shown in Figure 2.3(b ). Automated 

package routing methods have been in the industry for a long period of time such as 

AS/RS and carousel conveyor belts. However, Kiva Systems' early customers were not 

satisfied with the available automated multi-carousel systems for package management. 

These traditional warehouse distribution carousels are expensive and under-utilized until 

volume reaches the carousel capacity. In contrast, multi-robot systems scale by adjust

ing the number of robots and shelves depending on volume (23]. These first commercial 

applications in the automobile assembly and warehouse distribution have grown rapidly 

indicating that multi-robot systems provide tremendous potential to specific industries. 
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(a) AIBO [24]. (b) RoboCup [25]. (c) NAO [26]. 

Figure 2.4: a: The Sony AIBO robot dog used in the RoboCup competition. 

b: The CMDragons small-size RoboCup team from Carnegie Mellon. 

c: The Aldebaran NAO Humanoid robot used in the RoboCup competition. 

Multi-robot Research Competitions. 

To develop this potential from research, the robotics landscape is shifting to address mul

tiple robot challenges such as mapping [12] , exploration [27] , search-and-rescue (28] , and 

surveillance (29]. Specifically, the research community has introduced specific multi-robot 

competitions such as robotic soccer: RoboCup (30] and military surveillance: MAGIC 

competition (31]. The key idea is a common set of competition goals in which researchers 

benefit by comparing algorithms, hardware and performance. 

The RoboCup competition has levels which only compete standard platforms to remove 

the problem of building physical hardware. A standard research platform is essential to 

compare algorithms and verify performance of a robotics system. Examples of successful 

robot platform standardization come from the AIBO dog [24] and the NAO humanoid [32] 

shown in Figure 2.4(a) , 2.4(c). Both platforms through RoboCup developed a standard 

league competition which rapidly progressed machine learning and the multi-agent behav

iors (26]. 

RoboCup also features a small wheeled multi-robot competition called the Small-size 

League. These small-size platforms typically lack distributed sensing and communication. 

One of the most well known small-size robot designs in RoboCup is the 2006 design from 

Carnegie Mellon as shown in Figure 2.4(b) [25] . However, these small-size platforms are 

designed for robot soccer and not fully distributed multi-robot research. 
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2.3 Multi-Robot Coordinate Systems 

This work is interested in the defining a new angular based coordinate system. Existing 

coordinate systems used in robotics have varied between global, local, bearing-only and 

range-only as shown in Figures 2.5(a)- 2.5(d). 

(a) Global. (b) Local. (c) Bearing-Only. (d) Range-Only. 

Figure 2.5: a: Global coordinates. b: Local Coordinates in frame of blue robot. 

c: Bearing-only Coordinates in frame of blue robot. 

d: Range-only Coordinates in frame of blue robot. 

Bearing-only sensors on the r-one sets the stage for an angular coordinate system. 

Much of the previous work on computation of coordinates for multi-robot systems focuses 

on computing global coordinates for each robot in the group using beacon or anchor robots 

with fixed GPS coordinates [33, 34]. There are also distributed approaches, which do not 

require globally accessible beacon robots, but instead use multi-hop communication to 

spread the beacon positions throughout the network [35]. These approaches breakdown in 

GPS-denied environments and will not scale for large swarms of mobile robots [36]. 

Related Networ k G eom et ry Approach es. 

The algorithm presented is focused on bearing information and formulating scale-free co

ordinates between robots. Obtaining accurate local network geometry regardless of the 

scale of the system is a critical feature in a multi-robot configuration control. The litera

ture presents multiple approaches to network geometry such as pose in a shared external 

reference frame [37], pose in a local reference frame [19], range-only [38, 39] bearing

only [40, 41, 42], and even only the sorted order of bearing [43]. 
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2.4 Centroid Experiments 

To verify the performance of scale-free coordinates, a series of experiments validate centroid 

behaviors using the r-one. A centroid behavior consists of a robot moving to the centroid of 

an arbitrary shape of neighboring robots. This work compares centroid experiments with 

related limited coordinate system experiments in which a robot does not have full local 

Pose information of the neighboring robots. Limiting the coordinate system information 

is related to minimal sensing, in which a system only has the minimum sensing information 

to accomplish a task. 

In the early days of robotics, low-resolution sensors was a primary option for detect

ing obstacles. Robots accomplished basic tasks with limited robot capabilities such as 

Shakey [44] and the Stanford Cart [45]. In more recent times, high-resolution sensors and 

computational resources are becoming a standard in robotics research. However, multi

robot systems limited in size and cost are still interested in the idea of scaling back to 

minimal sensor capabilities to accomplish a goal. Limiting the sensing capabilities also 

limits the coordinate system information and potential tasks a robot can accomplish. Er

ickson et al. presents a blind robot with only a bump sensor and timing clock to solve 

robot localization in a complex environment [46]. This work breaks down the coordinate 

system of the world to only points along the boundary of the environment and ignores all 

other points inside the boundaries. Limiting the coordinate system model of the world to 

only boundaries enables their robot localization algorithm to be successful. Their approach 

only relies on the robot's initial orientation, a clock for tracking movements and a bump 

sensor for obstacle detection. With a known map of the environment, the robot starts in 

any random place and begins to move into walls around the environment. The robot be

gins to localize and continuously improves its localization estimate as it moves through the 

world. An additional discussion of limited coordinated coordinate experiments is provided 

in Chapter 6. 



Chapter 3 

The r-one robot 

This work introduces a new multi-robot system, the r-one shown in Figure 3.1(b). The 

design of r-one was focused on building a fully distributed low-cost robot. The design 

requirements also emphasized a small size, odometry, LED display, push buttons, line

of-sight and omni-directional communication. Many of these requirements were lessons 

learned from the SwarmBot design from McLurkin (19] as shown in Figure 3.1(a). For 

example, the SwarmBot featured four circuit boards with a microcontroller and FPGA. 

The goal of the new robot design focused a reduction to two circuit boards and one main 

microcontroller without an FPGA. 

(a) SwarrnBots. (b) r-ones. 

Figure 3.1: a: SwarmBots buit by iRobot and McLurkin in 2003 [19]. 

b: R-one robots built at Rice University with lessons learned from the SwarmBots. 

The r-one design team searched for available COTS hardware for multi-robot systems. 

The 3pi from Pololu laid the actuation roadmap for our single circuit board design with 

integrated low-cost motors. Unfortunately, there was not an available platform with sen-

14 
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sors and actuation that met our multi-robot system requirements. Therefore, the team 

invested in designing a custom electrical and mechanical design. The main focus of the 

search was selecting microcontrollers, sensors, motors and connectors. During extensive 

evaluation of electronic parts, the r-one design went through eleven design prototypes. 

During the process of design, related approaches to multi-robot systems were compared. 

3.1 Related Multi-robot Systems 

Four multi-robot platforms are considered in this work: the Khepera III, the E-puck, 

the Scarab and the r-one as shown in Figures 3.2(a)- 3.2(d). The Khepera III was built 

by Mondada at K-Team [47] and the subsequent E-Puck was developed when Mondada 

moved back to EPFL [48]. The Scarab is built by Michael and Kumar at University of 

Pennsylvania [49]. Most recently in 2010, the r-one was introduced by McLurkin and 

Lynch at Rice University [5]. All of these platforms are vastly different in cost, capability 

and hardware. Despite the developments in different platforms, a standard platform for 

multi-robot research is still in the beginning stages [49]. To date, a practical low-cost 

multi-robot system has not gained wide adoption in the robotics community [5]. 
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(a) Scarab, 25cm (b) Khepera III, 13cm (c) R-one,llcm (d) E-puck, 7cm 

Figure 3.2: a: The Scarab robot designed by University of Pennsylvania [49]. b: The Khepera 

III robot produced by K-Team [47]. c: The r-one robot presented by Rice University. 

d: The E-puck robot designed by EPFL [48] is a fully distributed multi-robot. T 

3.1 .1 Platform Comparisons 

r-one. The r-one multi-robot system is covered in the subsequent chapters. However , 

the r-one has a full suite of sensors including encoders, gyro, accelerometer and infrared 

system for inter-robot communications. The infrared system also can detect obstacles for 

localization of the robot. The llcm r-one is a low-cost solution for educational outreach 

and research at $245 cost per robot. In addition to capable hardware, the robot supports 

either Python or C programming. The embedded python environment makes this robot 

especially attractive to introductory programming courses. 

Khepera III. The Khepera III is a commonly used multi-robot system in the research 

community. The 13cm robot is manufactured by K-Team Corporation with a sensor suite 

that includes encoders, nine infrared range detectors, five ultrasonic range sensors and two 

cliff detectors. The robot features a DsPIC 30F5011 at 60MHz with ability to expand to a 

KoreBot gumstix processor [4 7]. In addition to the internal sensors , Khepera is designed 
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to support modular extensions such as grippers and additional sensors. The cost of this 

multi-robot system is prohibitive for large populations at approximately $4,270 per robot. 

E-puck. The E-puck multi-robot system was developed by EPFL [48]. E-puck de

signer F. Mondada started with the Khepera group and moved onto make a simpler ed

ucation outreach tool for universities. The 7cm e-puck is equipped with encoders, VGA 

camera, 3 omni-directional microphones, 3-axis accelerometer and 8 IR proximity and am

bient light sensors. An optional infrared range-bearing turret gives thee-puck distributed 

sensing and communication. This turret is not built into the robot like the r-one infrared 

system but is an additional module which puts the cost of one robot at $1388. The main 

limitation of thee-puck compared to the r-one is the triple increase in cost. When devel

oping large populations of robots, a low-cost platform is essential to scale the population 

to dozens of robots. 

Scarab. The Scarab is built by Michael and Kumar at University of Pennsylvania [49]. 

This robot is significantly larger at 25cm diameter and a 8kg weight. This robot is also 

in a different computational class with a PC computer and a Point Grey Firefly IEEE 

1394 camera and Hokuyo URG laser. This robot has the sensor and computation payload 

for simultaneous localization and mapping, SLAM. However, this robot is not feasible 

or practical for large populations due to the $1500 base platform cost, along with an 

additional $400 camera and $1100 laser. The Scarab robot presents a shift away from 

low-cost sensing on multi-robot systems. Instead the Scarab's PC computer and advanced 

laser and camera sensors draws from the successful outdoor robot research vehicles. The 

Scarab design shifts away from minimal multi-robots like the r-one and instead adds a 

complex laser sensor system. 

3.1.2 Cost vs. Functionality 

This work is interested in a minimalistic sensing approach to solving common multi-robot 

behaviors. Reducing our cost of the robot to a minimum to achieve suitable multi-robot 
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performance is ideal. An effect of reducing robot cost is the reduction of robot capabilities. 

For example, the r-one removed the cost of range-bearing sensors and included bearing

only sensors. Range-bearing sensing is important for flocking and precise formation control. 

However , bearing-only sensors are less complex and still capable of some types of multi

robot configuration control and localization. 

Our current r-one robot costs $245 in quantities of 1000 or more. The component costs 

total $163 and PCB fabrication is $15. The assembly of the circuit boards is $67 as shown 

in Figure 3.3. 

Figure 3.3: Breakdown of r-one assembly, printed circuit board (PCB) , electrical and mechanical 

part costs. These part and assembly costs are in estimates of 1000 or more robots. 

The e-puck and the r-one share similarities in sensor suite and physical size. Cost is 

the major difference between the two platforms. Thee-puck features an infrared turret for 

range-bearing sensing compared to the r-one's bearing-only sensing. However the e-puck 

with range-bearing turret is still not a low-cost robot. The r-one 's main contribution to 

the multi-robotics community is an integrated, low-cost platform with inter-robot commu

nications , a sensor for network geometry, a system for ground truth position and a flexible 

embedded python development environment. 
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Figure 3.4: The educational and research space of small mobile robotics platforms. The e-puck 

and r-one are designed for research and educational multi-robot activities. The 

Roomba Create is a low-cost robot platform being used by many researchers and 

educators. 

3 .1.3 Research and Education Robots 

The r-one multi-robot is a platform capable for research and education. Therefore, the r

one will be compared against fully distributed multi-robot systems and educational robots. 

Educational robots are also a useful cost comparison to see the minimum capabilities of 

available robot systems. However, the educational platforms such as Finch and LEGO 

NXT are not considered multi-robot systems. Figure 3.4 illustrates the intersection be

tween research and education of the r-one, Roomba create and e-puck robots. 

Table 3.1 compares the differences between these platforms. The Pololu 3pi and Finch 

are inexpensive , but lack basic sensors, such as wheel encoders, and do not have the 

communication systems required for multi-robot coordination. LEGO Mindstorms is the 

leader in educational robotics, but lacks a sensor for detecting local network geometry, 

i.e., the positions of neighboring robots. The iRobot Create is a popular platform for 

medium-sized robots , but the size, cost, and limited sensor suite require many add-on 

components for multi-robot work. The robomote and the costbots are not considered fully 

distributed multi-robot systems because they lack the sensors needed to determine local 

network geometry. 
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Retail Parts 
Price Cost 

Robot ($) ($) 

Khepera Ill 2000 

Create iRobot 220 
Mind storms LEGO 249 

Finch 99 

1388 

Pololu 99 

CostBots Berkeley 200 

Scarab uPenn 0 laser range 3000 
robomote usc 0 0 compass 150 

r-ona Rice 0 0 0 0 0 01 245 

1 = Currently in development 

Table 3.1: A comparison of available low-cost robots suitable for multi-robot research. The 

research robots are provided in terms of part costs. The commercialized robots are 

based on prices available to consumers. 



(a) Class with r-one. 
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*Python Shell* 

Connected to robot. Software ver~ion: 1312 

Type the Python code that you want to run on the robot 
If you ~ee no prompt, type two con~ecutive return~ to 
Type Ctrl+C to interrupt and Ctrl+D to quit. 
robot> import rone 
robot> rone.blinky_led_~et(l) 
robot> rone.button_get_value( 'q' ) 
0 
robot> rone.encoder_qet_tic~( "l" ) 

672 
robot> rone.radio_!Jend_me~~age ("hello world" ) 
robot> rone.ir beacon !Jet data(30) 
robot> I - - -

(b) Python prompt on r-one. 

Figure 3.5: a: The Introduction to Engineering class from Rice University using the r-one. 

b: The embedded python interpreter on the r-one. 

3.1.4 r-one In Education 

The r-one has been used successfully in a introduction to engineering class at Rice Uni

versity as shown in Figure 3.5(a). The class was structured around teaching python on 

the r-one to allow students to adjust a motor or measure sensors with a high-level API. 

Embedded python coupled with this r-one API allows the students to accomplish complex 

tasks with a relatively small amount of code. This increases students' ability to focus on 

solving the problem rather than on programming complexities. The students can also ver

ify commands and syntax on the python prompt on the robot as shown in Figure 3.5(b). 

In the class at Rice, students were able to implement a velocity controller and follow-the

leader behavior without prior programming knowledge. The class has gone through two 

semesters with promising results for students and the future of the r-one in education. 
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(a) r-one. (b) The r-one encoder. (c) Exploded View. 

Figure 3.6: a: The r-one robot was designed by MRSL group at Rice University for multi-robot 

research, teaching and outreach. b: The motors and encoders mount directly to the 

circuit board with custom-built encoders to reduce cost. c: Exploded CAD view 

of the robot shows the simplicity of the parts and assembly process. The assembly 

consists attaching two circuit boards and a plastic shell with screws. 

3.2 Robot Specifications 

The r-one has a full sensor suite including a gyro, accelerometer, encoders, light and 

bump sensors. The r-one is 11 em in diameter and weighs approximately 305 grams. 

It 's on-board computation features a 32-bit Texas Instruments Stellaris LM3S8962 ARM 

Cortex-M3 microcontroller running at 50 mhz with 64 KB of SRAM and 256 KB flash 

storage. The r-one also includes 15 display LEDs, audio MIDI processor, SD card, infrared 

(IR) and radio communication. The local IR communication system is the primary means 

of inter-robot communication and localization. The 2.4 GHz radio on the robot can be 

used for inter-robot communication, but is designed for centralized command and control. 

The exploded robot CAD diagram is shown in Figure 3.6(c). The robot is composed 

of two circuit boards bound together with a circular shell. The shell also serves as a 

protective shield to channel IR sensor measurements and integrated springs to facilitate a 

bump skirt for the 8 bump sensors distributed around the perimeter of the robot. 
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Top Circuit Board. 

The top circuit board contains the user interface and the microcontroller. The user in

terface includes 3 push buttons and 3 arrays of five LEDs each in red, green, and blue. 

Each of the 15 total LED elements has individual brightness adjustment controlled by a 

Texas Instruments LED driver (TLC59116F) over J 2C. J 2C is a bus protocol designed 

for communication between two electronic devices. For audio feedback, the robot uses the 

audio MIDI driver made by VLSI(VS1053) with a custom analog circuitry for driving an 

on-board 0.5 Watt 40mm speaker. The 2.4Ghz radio is controlled by a Nordic controller 

NRF24L01P using SPI commands. SPI is another type of bus protocol to communicate 

with multiple electronic devices. The radio is designed for 2Mpbs bandwidth and has 

been verified to work reliably at a 15meter range. The top circuit board also includes 8 

IR transmitters and 8 IR receivers made by Sharp (GP1UX311QS). The geometry and 

characterization of the IR is discussed in the subsequent section. 

Bottom Circuit Board. 

The bottom circuit board includes the motors, quadrature encoders, 3-axis gyro, 3-axis 

accelerometer and 8 bump sensors. The bottom board also has a MSP430F2132 16-

bit microcontroller with 8K Flash and 512 Bytes of RAM. The MSP430 provides addi

tional input-output to the main Stellaris microcontroller on the top circuit board. This 

MSP430 microcontroller interfaces with the 3-axis gyro (L3G4200D), 3-axis accelerome

ter (MMA8452Q), the bump sensors and the LED Driver on the top circuit. Figure 3. 7 

illustrates the system communication between the sensors in green, interfaces in red and 

microcontrollers in blue on each respective circuit board. Figure A.3 shows complete block 

diagram of the system with power and information data connections. 
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TOP CIRCUIT ..... , ..... , 
J \ J \ .. .. .. 

DO 
DO 

Stellaris 

BOTTOM CIRCUIT ~ 

Figure 3.7: A system block diagram of devices on the r-one robot. The top and bottom circuit 

boards feature microcontrollers in blue, sensors in green, interface devices in red. 
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(a) Bottom Circuit. (b) Mount-

ing Hard-

ware. 

Figure 3.8: a: The bottom circuit board with eight bump sensors and integrated motor encoder 

units. b: Mounting hardware has three sections. The shield, support and skirt. 

Bump Skirt. 

The robot features a plastic bump skirt with eight bump sensors to detect collisions in any 

direction. The bump sensors (SFH9240-Z) use an optical reflection technique to bounce 

light off the bump skirt when an obstacle moves the skirt. The bump sensors are placed 

around the robot to provide awareness of collisions from any direction as illustrated in 

Figure 3. 7. The skirt is part of the three plastic parts between the two circuit boards as 

shown in Figure 3.8(b). The first part is the IR shield, the shield provides the geometry 

characteristics of IR communication between robots and obstacles. The shield also provides 

the support standoffs and mounting holes for the circuits. The other two plastic parts 

include the skirt exterior and the spring section which interlock together to form the 

cylindrical robot shape. The plastic spring section in the skirt have enough stiffness to 

avoid triggering the bump skirt while the robot is moving. However, being too stiff will 

prevent the robot from detecting collisions with non-rigid obstacles. Thus, a careful balance 

in the spring stiffness was the pivotal part of the bump skirt design. 

Motor-Encoder Performance. 

The motors and encoders mount directly to the bottom circuit board, shown in Fig

ure 3.6(b). These low-cost quadrature encoders are a new design, and use an optical 
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Operation Current (rnA) Duration (hours) 

Airplane mode 0.060 30000 

Standby (no LEDs, Motors) 250 7 

Moving and LEDs 610 2.5 

Stall Torque 750 1.5 

Table 3.2: Current consumption at different modes of operation for the r-one robot. These 

current numbers and time duration are approximate depending on the 3. 7 2000mAh 

Lithium Polymer battery performance. 

interruption sensor to detect gaps in a custom encoder wheel attached to the rear mo

tor shaft. The encoder discs are made from plastic on a laser cutter, and manufacturing 

tolerances limit the design to four slots, producing a 0.625 mm/tick linear resolution at 

the wheel. The two motors are controlled by an Allegro A3906 motor controller over 

pulse-width modulation, PWM. The 32 mm wheels coupled with a 100:1 gearbox give the 

robots a maximum speed of 300 mmjsec, while internal friction in the gear-train limits 

the minimum controllable speed to 15 mm/sec. 

Power Performance The robot uses a DC-DC Buck-Boost power regulator from 

Linear Technology (LTC3566). The 3.7V 2000 mAh lithium-polymer battery is regulated 

to 3.3V as the primary voltage on the robot. The Total system power is 250 rnA without 

activating motors or LEDs. Under stall torque with an active LED group, the robot can 

peak at 750 rnA. In normal movement operations with LEDs active, the robot consumes 

610 rnA as shown in Table 3.2. The robot can perform a motion experiment for an 

average of 3 hours of run-time. When powered off, the robot enters airplane mode and 

draws 60j.tAmps. The robot only stops consuming power when the battery is physically 

disconnected. The power regulator also features circuitry to charge the battery from a 

USB port and the self-docking charging prongs on the top of the circuit board. 
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3 .2.1 Infrared Communication 

Each robot has eight IR transmitters and eight receivers. The transmitters broadcast in 

bursts and emit a radially uniform energy pattern. The robot's IR receivers are radially 

spaced to produce 16 distinct detection regions as shown in Figure 3.9(a) . By monitoring 

the overlapping regions, the bearing of neighbors can be estimated to within approximately 

Tn.I8 1R -

1 
Ane.!e Slice 

0 

~(rlld) . 

(a) IR receiver overlap. (b) Measured IR overlap. 

Figure 3.9: a: A top view of the r-one's IR receiver detection regions. Each receiver detects 

a 68°angle slice which overlap to form 16 distinct sectors. This allows a robot to 

determine a neighbor bearing within 22.5° . 

b: Experimental verification of the overlap of the receiver regions. The plot illustrates 

the angle each receiver detects an incoming message. The average angle width of 

detection is 68° . The corresponding arc from the top view in Figure(b) is highlighted 

in black. 

The error model of the IR communication is a function of the collisions with the 

physical IR shield and the transmitter power. The shell is designed to limit the detection 

of a single IR receiver to a 68°arc. Figure 3.9(a) demonstrates the measured reception arc 

from each receiver with color corresponding to the sectors from F igure 3.9(a). The arc 

varies from 63°to 74°with a mean of 68°over 10 trials. This measured mean matches the 

initial design of the shield and provides a physical model of the IR receivers' geometric 
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Start Data Orientation CRC 

1-bit 16-40 bits 8-bit 16-bit 

Table 3.3: A message layout from start to finish. The data bytes can be varied from 3-bytes to 

5-bytes. 

tolerances. TheIR receivers are Sharp IR remote control devices with 38khz modulation 

and a maximum bit rate of 1250bps. TheIR communication is intentionally range-limited 

to approximately 1.5 meters to reduce the interference between neighboring robots. A 

time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol is used to transmit messages to every fixed 

communication interval with a random start delay similar to the ALOHA protocol [53]. 

The IR message transmitted is an encoded message with a start and checksum bits 

as shown in Table 3.3. A 16-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is utilized in the encod

ing scheme to detect errors in the communication process. When communicating with a 

network of robots, a network round time determines the period in which each robot can 

communicate to the network. The equation for calculating network round time is shown 

in the equation below 

Timeround = 2{1 + N)2 (timebytes) 

The network round time Timeround is based on the number of neighbors, N and the 

transmit time per bytes timebytes· The approximate message sizes and transmit time is 

shown in Table 3.4. The scale-free experiments in this work use a 3-byte message and a 

maximum of five neighbors, which totals to a 2.5 second network round time. The network 

round communication limits the physical speed of the robots in the network. A potential 

upgrade in the recievers bandwidth would alleviate the robot speed constraints placed on 

this network. However, robots moving at fast speeds is not a primary goal of this research. 
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Message Size (bytes) Message Size (bits) Transmit Time (ms) 

3 41 32.8 

4 49 39.2 

5 57 45.6 

Table 3.4: A mapping of messages size in bytes to the actual transmit time for a robot. The 

transmit time scaled for an average of 6 robots in the network is approximately the 

network round time. 

3 .2 .2 N etwork Round Communication 

Each robot in the network will broadcast a message to all its neighbors in a round. The 

network progresses as a synchronous distributed system from each robot's point of view as 

stated in McLurkin [19]. This concept works as long as all robots share the same 8t update 

period between all robots as shown in Figure 3.10. When a new round begins , each robot 

clears all prior neighbor information and updates the network information again. The 

chances of collisions are high when the number of robot messages approaches the limit of 

8t . Even when the 8t update period is much larger than the total messages on the network, 

collisions can still occur. Thus , a randomized start delay, dB , de is added to further reduce 

the chance of robots colliding on messages as shown in Figure 3.11. 

8~_____,.----~-
A 

8~-----+-------+-..-. 
B 

8~-----~---------+---~ 
c 

Figure 3.10: Neighbor Period with complete synchronization between neighbors. 
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Figure 3.11: Neighbor Period with randomized starting between neighbors. The randomized 

delays forB and Care depicted by dB and de. 

3.2 .3 Sensing Orientation of Neighbors 

Sensing a neighbor 's orientation in local coordinates requires knowledge of bearing-to

neighbor and neighbor-bearing-to-sensor. In other words, orientation is the angle from 

the neighboring robot back to sensing robot. Figure 3.12 depicts orientation, bearing and 

range of a red neighbor robot and a blue sensing robot. 

Figure 3.12: Bearing , range and orientation of a red neighbor robot from a blue sensing robot. 

The first version of the r-one employed a reciprocal orientation method to measure 

neighbor orientations. This methods requires a significant amount of communications to 

obtain orientations for each neighbor. Each r-one broadcasts an announcement message, 

which includes its respective neighbor ids and bearings. Then for each neighbor, the robot 

will broadcast a corresponding message. When a robot receives an announcement message, 

it can calculate the orientation of the announcement message if its ID is included in the 
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message. The communications cost is high because each r-one transmits an announcement 

message plus an additional message for each neighbor. This method has a computational 

complexity of 0(1 + N) where N is maximum number of neighbors. 

The second version of orientation measurement uses an encoded orientation bit in the 

transmission hardware. This method sends a unique communication bit from each trans

mitter on the robot. Therefore , the announcement message has the orientation information 

encoded into one-bit in the message. This technique at first was not possible on the r-one 

due t o hardware limitations that did not allow unique messages from each transmitter. 

Before, the robot had to send the exact same message on each transmitter. Now, the 

encoded orientation bit is the primary method utilized for orientation sensing on the r-one 

robots. This reduces the communications complexity significantly by reducing the total 

number messages to exchange between robots. 

Validation of Orientation Sensing. 

Orientation sensing was validated by measuring the local estimated neighbor orientation 

versus the global coordinate headings. Global headings were obtained through collect

ing data with a tracking described in the subsequent section. The histogram of bearing 

accuracy for 10 trials between 1-4 neighbors is shown in Figure 3.13(a). 

(a) Bearing Errors. 

Figure 3.13: a: The bearing error for 10 trials of 1,2,3,4 neighbors resulting 50 total experiments. 
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3.3 Data Collection 

Data collection on multi-robot systems is the process of collecting global positing infor

mation on the robots. Global can be defined as the global space in the room or as GPS 

coordinates. For the purpose of this work, global is referred to as the ground-truth positions 

of the robots. There are many means of determining a robot's ground-truth position in the 

literature: GPS [54], a beacon tracking such as Vicon [55], radio-acoustic ranging [56, 39], 

or camera-based tracking [57, 58, 59, 60]. GPS is unavailable indoors and a Vicon system 

is too expensive for a low-cost multi-robot platform. Radio acoustic systems are a viable 

indoor tracking system, but increase the complexity of each robot. 

Camera-based tracking systems are currently the most common low-cost method for 

determining a robot's location in an indoor environment. These systems must have the 

ability to uniquely identify individual robots in the camera image. 

Camera tracking robots with fiducial markers is a popular technique and used most 

prominently in RoboCup [57]. In a uniform environment, robots can be tracked by color 

alone as with SwisTrack [58]. Bar code tags such as AprilTags [59] also provide unique 

IDs without initialization, and 6-DOF pose estimation. However, bar codes require a vast 

collection of image processing tools. A less complex tracking method involves tracking 

active IR LEDs mounted on each robot [55, 60]. The active IR LEDs transmit a pattern 

unique to each robot. One active IR LED per robot and one camera allows 2-DOF position 

to be measured directly. Multiple cameras or beacons can be used for full 6-DOF pose 

estimation [ 61]. 

The r-one robots are internally designed for IR LED and APRIL bar-code tag tracking. 

The performance of active IR LED tracking has also been characterized to work at 7.6 

meter distance between robots and camera. The IR tracking camera has a significantly 

larger viewing area than the 1.2 meters of distance between the APRIL camera and the 

robots. However, the APRIL tags system provides heading (x, y, fJ) of each robot while 

theIR LED tracking only provides positions (x, y). 
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(a) 5 robots in configuration. (b) Ground Truth estimate by simulator. 

Figure 3.14: a: An image from the overhead camera from our data collection system. The five 

robots in the picture are outfitted with APRIL tags for detection of ground-truth 

2D position and angular heading. b: Visualization of ground truth camera data. 

Edges are denoted by IR communication links between robots. 

For the experiments in this work, we collect ground-truth pose information using the 

APRIL tags software system [59]. Figure 3. 14( a) displays the camera's perspective of the 

robots in a typical experiment. To extend our field of view, two cameras were used in 

parallel to track the robot workspace. 

3.3.1 Data Collection Calibration 

The APRIL tag system relies on each robot having a unique identification tag which 

provides a tracking element for the image processing algorithm. The APRIL tags system 

outputs each robot 's Pose (x , y, e) in 2D euclidean space. Figure 3.14(a) displays the 

camera's perspective of the robots in a typical experiment. For calibration, we created a 

workspace with 15 robot tags and took accurate physical measurements for position and 

orientation. 

The distance error histogram for the calibration test is displayed in Figure 3.16(a) 

and has a mean error of 6.56mm. We complete 2D position calibration of the robot with 

an orientation error histogram with a mean error of 9.6mrad as plotted in Figure 3.16(b). 

These trial calibration runs were performed 583 times to provide a reasonable error estimate 

for each of the 15 robots spread across the workspace. 
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(a) Raw Camera Data. (b) April Tags Overlay. (c) Calibration of 15 robots. 

Figure 3.15: a: The data collection's overhead camera image. b: An overlay-ed 2D position for 

each unique tag. c: The plot displays the estimated positions of 15 robots in the 

workspace for camera calibration. The grid is based on 2 inch cells. 
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(b) Heading Error. 

Figure 3.16: a: The distance error from APRIL tags for each of the 15 robots over 583 samples 

with a mean of 6.56mm. b: The corresponding heading error for each robot with a 

mean of 9.6mrad. 

3.3.2 Collection Data Flow 

Figure 3.17 shows a diagram of the complete data collection system for the r-one. The 

system will have four main components: the robots running the experiment, a single host 

robot , a localization camera connected to APRIL tags server, and a client computer with 

data logging software. Ground truth positions of the robots are measured the vision system 

to track the {x, y , B} positions of all of the robots simultaneously. The server will collect 

and display all camera estimates of individual robot positions based on unique IDs. 

The host robot receives wireless messages from the robots running the experiment and 
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experiment robots 

Figure 3.17: Diagram of the r-one data collection system. The ceiling-mounted camera identifies 

each robot and tracks the { x, y, ()}positions of each robot simultaneously, reporting 

the results to the computer at 5 Hz. A larger version of this figure is available in 

the Appendix section. 

prints the IR neighbor communication information in CSV format over the USB terminal. 

The data logging client computer connects to the APRIL tag server and the host robot 

merges together robot communication and ground-truth positioning information. The 

Java client software enables data logging of experiments and real-time display of the robot 

geometry and communication links. Figure 3.17 demonstrates a real-time screen-shot of 

an experiment with a ground-truth camera. The IR communication links between the 

robots are shown as black edges. 

In future experiments, the visible robot workspace is scalable with more computers 

and cameras. Each computer is capable of processing two cameras and streaming out 

position information over the network. The host computer has the ability to collect network 

information from multiple computers and scale the workspace. Also, if only 2D (x, y) 

position is required, the single IR tracking camera has a workspace that is approximately 

six time larger than a single APRIL tag camera. 



Chapter 4 

System Model and Definitions 

In this chapter, I present a series of definitions and models to lay the foundation for the 

mathematical notation used in the simulations and algorithm. 

4.1 Communication Network 

The inter-robot IR communication network is modeled as an undirected graph, G = (V, E) 

where E(G) and V(G) denote its set of vertices and edges respectively. The neighbors of 

each vertex u are denoted by N(u) ={vI {u,v} E E}. Figure 4.1 depicts the connected 

edges of communication between robots. The labeled e represent a edge subset of Robot 

O's neighbors, N(O). The realization of graph G is defined as a function p : V(G) ~ IR2 

that maps each vertex of G to a point in the Euclidean plane. 

G=(V,E) 

Figure 4.1: Model of undirected graph neighbor edges of vertex 0 highlighted as N(O). 

To represent the k-neighborhood of robot u we introduce N~ to denote the closed k

neighbors of u: the set of vertices reachable by paths starting at u and of length at most 

k. In Figure 4.1 the N~ is marked for the central robot 0. We can remove all edges and 

vertices not connected to robot 0 to form a sub-graph G~ as the k-neighborhood of robot 

36 
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0. 

4.2 Connecting Local Coordinates to Scale-free 

There are three coordinate systems denoted by positions p = (x, y, e) of particular interest 

in this work. The first coordinate system is ground truth position of robot u in a global 

coordinate system denoted as p0 ( u). The second coordinate system is the local coordinates 

of each robot which is estimated positions, p = (x, y, e) from a local robot perspective. 

With ideal range-bearing information, local coordinates would be trivial to estimate with

out the use of scale-free information. However, given our bearing limitations in resolution, 

we have introduced the local scale-free as the third coordinate system to represent the 

position p of the robot. 

Figure 4.2: An illustration of the angles of robot 2 and 4 from robot O's perspective. The other 

angles are omitted for ease of illustration. 

In both local coordinates and local scale-free coordinates, a robot sits at the origin of 

its coordinate system. The robot's £-axis is aligned with its current heading. Each robot 

can measure the exact angle to its neighbors with respect to its £-axis. More formally, a 

robot u can query a function eu : N(u) ---+ [0, 21r] that maps every neighbor w E N(u) to 

the counter-clockwise angle to w from the £-axis of u's coordinate system. Thus eu(w) 

represents the angle measurement towards neighbor w returned by robot u's sensors as 

shown for robot 0 in Figure 4.2. 
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(a) Local Coordinates. (b) Scale-free Coordinates. 

Figure 4.3: a: Local coordinate system illustrating the length edges between neighboring robots 

w = 2, 4 of robot 0. b: Local scale-free coordinate system illustrating the length 

edges as a function of a 0 and coefficients Cw between neighboring robots w = 2, 4 

of robot 0. In this case c2 = 1 because it is the first neighbor encountered from 

counter-clockwise perspective of x-axis. 

The difference between these two coordinate systems is in how robots perceive distance. 

When using local coordinates, robot u queries a function fu : N(u) --+ JR+ which maps 

every node wE N(u) to the distance from u tow, that is fu(w) = IIPo(u)- Po(w)ll· On 

the other hand, in local scale-free coordinates the function fu maps every node wE N( u) 

to the scale-free distance from u tow. Formally, there exists an unknown constant au > 0 

such that for every w E N(u) we have fu(w) = auiiPo(u) - Po(w)ll· Therefore, local 

coordinates can be regarded as a special case of local scale-free coordinates where au is 

unitary and known to every robot u. For illustration of the concept, Figure 4.3(a) depicts 

the difference between local coordinates and scale-free coordinates. Only two edges are 

considered to demonstrate that scale-free assigns the first robot to a au scaling factor and 

the subsequent neighbor edge lengths follow a coefficient of alpha Cw (au). 



Chapter 5 

Computing Scale-free Coordinates 

In this chapter, I outline a procedure to compute scale-free coordinates and compare 

against related coordinate systems. The full procedure is derived in detail in Cornejo [62], 

but the summary here provides a foundation for this paper. The full procedure has been 

verified in simulation and theory. However, the techniques employed in the full procedure 

are not feasible for computation on microcontroller-based robots. Thus, I also present a 

less complex algorithm considering only 2-hop communication and triangle cycles between 

neighboring robots. 

5.1 Related Coordinate Systems 

This section provides a more detailed comparison between scale-free coordinates andre

lated coordinate system work. Scale-free coordinates enhances bearing-only sensor model 

to provide a more dominant coordinate system. Related approaches use only range, bear

ing and noisy combinations of both. 

Range-only Approach. 

The "robust quads" work of Moore et. al. [38] is the closest in problem formulation to this 

work. Using only distance information, they use robust quadrilaterals in the local commu

nication network to produce local network geometry for each robot. Robust quadrilaterals 

utilize a quadrilateral between four communication nodes. This work is in a similar spirit, 

since bearing information is used in the network to produce local network geometry. In 

the error-free case, this paper presents localization success rates which are comparable to 

the Moore results. 

39 
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Bearing-Range Approach. 

There is also related work on the problem of localization with both bearing and distance 

information. For example, Basu et al. [63] studies the problem of localization assuming 

nodes have noisy distance and angle measurements/ constraints. The work of Dogancay [64] 

studies localization with a static observer and a moving target to which the observer can 

measure a bearing, which is analogous to solving a triangulation. 

Bearing-Only Approach. 

In a similar vein to the bearing-range approach, Niculescu et al. [65] consider a system 

where nodes determine angles to their neighbors, and a subset of the nodes have global 

positioning capabilities, which is also a variant of triangulation. This work assumes posi

tioning information is made available to some or all robots, my work does not make that 

assumption. 

Bearing-only navigation has also been successfully implemented by Bekris with an 

omni-directional camera to localize to with angles to three landmarks. This framework 

combined with other techniques explores a variety of navigational tasks available with 

bearing-only coordinates [66, 67]. 

5.1.1 Communication Requirements 

Bearing-only models are more limited than range-bearing models. For example range

bearing models need a small amount of communication to estimate the network geometry. 

However, the amount of inter-robot communication increases greatly when bearing-only 

models estimate the network geometry. The inter-robot communication requirement is 

often overlooked in the literature. However, algorithms that require large amounts of 

information from neighboring robots or many rounds of message passing are impractical 

on systems with limited bandwidth and high reliability. This work uses the bearing-only 

sensor model with scale-free coordinates to balance the trade-off between cost, complexity, 
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communications, and capability. Sensor type also plays a large role in the quality of the 

network geometry as discussed in vision-based systems [68] and infrared light [69, 70]. The 

r-one robot relies on IR communication for local network geometry estimation. 

5.1.2 Mathematical Foundations of Scale-Free 

From the theory literature, Whiteley [71] set the foundation for directional graph rigidity 

using the tools of matroid theory. This paper presents a less complex alternative alge

braic characterization to directly compute scale-free coordinates based off Cornejo [62]. 

In addition, Bruck [72] addresses the problem of finding a planar spanner by only using 

local angles. The Bruck paper studies a similar problem of creating a a virtual coordinate 

system from local angles, but their focus delves into routing schemes for sensor networks. 

5.2 Assumptions for algorithm 

The following assumptions and concepts were used to compute scale-free coordinates. 

5.2.1 k-Connectivity 

In k communication rounds a robot u learns about other robots in G within a distance 

k. However, each robot learns about the edges between robots at distance k- 1 and its 

k-neighborhood G~. In addition to its k-neighborhood the robot also updates the bearings 

Ou(w) and Ov(w) for each edge {v,w} E E(G~). We call this the labeled k-neighborhood 

of u and denote it with (G~, 0). 

5.2.2 Information Gathering 

To gather the maximum amount of information at each round, the model runs a full

information protocol during the communication steps that make up a round. Full-information 

protocol involves each robot broadcasting a message containing all the information it knows 
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from one time step. This model of gathering information is specific to the hardware algo

rithm and not a general approach to computing scale-free coordinates. 

Specifically, in the first communication step, each robot u broadcasts a message con

taining its unique identifier, and receives for every node v E N(u) a message with the 

identifier of v and records the bearing 0( u, v). In the second communication step, every 

robot u broadcasts its own identifier, along with the identifiers and bearings of each of its 

neighbors v E N(u). Therefore, by the end of the second communication step each robot 

u receives for each of its neighbors v E N ( u) its identifier and the bearing 0( u, v), as well 

as the identifier of w and the bearing 0 ( v, w) for every node w E N ( v). 

In other words, by the end of a round, each robot u is aware of the identifiers of all the 

robots in its two-hop neighborhood N 2 (u), as well as the graph G1(u) together with the 

bearings 0( v, w) and 0( w, v) of every pair of nodes v and w which are neighbors in G1 ( u). 

We refer to the graph G1 ( u) together with the bearings 0( v, w) and 0( v, w) for every edge 

( v, w) in G1 ( u) as the labeled sub-graph of u. 

5.3 Computing Local Scale-Free Coordinates 

Computing local scale-free coordinates for robot u, finishes with finding a set of length 

assignments fu(v) for every robot v E N(u). If successful, the length ratios will match the 

ground truth physical length ratios between the robots. If there are multiple realizations 

of G~ with the same angle measurements, then it is impossible to compute scale-free coor

dinates. Thus, if ( G~, 0) has a unique realization when all the angle-satisfying realizations 

of ( G~, 0) have the same length ratios. A unique realization is synonymous with robot u 

being rigid. Therefore, Robot u can compute its local scale-free coordinates using (G~, 0) 

if and only if robot u is rigid. 

Given a realization p, fp denotes a length vector that assigns each edge { v, w} E E(Gt) 

of length liP( w) - p( v) II· Any realization p of G~ must satisfy for any directed cycle C 
in G~ the following equations, which correspond to the x and y components of a single 



homogeneous linear two-dimensional vector equation, 

L Rp(w,v)cos(Ow(v)) = 0 
(w,v)EE(C) 

L fp(w, v) sin(Ow(v)) = 0 
(w,v)EE(C) 
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(5.1) 

The matrix A is defined as the 2{m- n + 1) x m matrix that encodes the homogeneous 

system of linear equations that results from applying equation 5.1 to a cycle basis of G~. 

A cycle basis of a graph is a set of simple undirected cycles present in the graph. Every 

connected graph with n vertices and m edges has a cycle basis with exactly m - n + 1 

cycles [73]. 
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pis a angle-satisfying realization of (G~, 0) if and only if fp is in the null space of A. 

Computing if Rp is in the null space of A is a suitable procedure to compute the local 

scale-free coordinates of robot u. First, the labeled k-neighborhood of u is used to construct 

A, and the null space basis N of A is computed. Lengths of the edges (u,w) for wE N(u) 

are the primary interest of the algorithm and N can be reduced to only those edges to 

form matrix N'. 

• When N' = 1, there exists a unique realization of (G~, 0) and scale-free coordinates 

can be computed. 

• Conversely when N' > 1, there exists multiple realizations of (G~, 0) and scale-free 

coordinates can not be computed. 
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The computation of the null space, implemented using Singular Value Decomposition, 

dominates the complexity of this procedure, and therefore the total complexity is O(m3 ) 

where m is the number of edges in G~. 

The computation procedure begins with each robot collecting enough information to 

recover its k-neighborhood, which requires k + 1 communication rounds. If the maximum 

degree of G~ is~' then all messages are of size at most O(~k). Each robot must receive 

~ messages and transmit one, so the required bandwidth measured as bits/robot/round 

will be O(~k). 

5.4 Simulation Results 

The simulation considers a circular environment with a 4 m diameter and 10 em diameter 

robot. The simulation assumes lossless bidirectional communication and noiseless bearing

only sensors with a 1m communication interface. The parameters in the experiments are 

the communication depth k and the population size. When running the simulation each 

robot u first recovers its labeled k-neighborhood ( G~, 0). Finally, the robots run the 

previously described procedure to compute their local scale-free coordinates, or determine 

that the local scale-free coordinates cannot be computed. 

5.4.1 Simulation Details 

Simulations were performed using populations of 20, 30, 40, and 50 robots, running 100 

experiments for each population size. Of these 400 experiments, 43% of these graphs had 

a unique realization and successfully computed local scale-free coordinates. 

The results shown in Figure 5.1(a) are encouraging. Typical graphs with an average 

degree of 6-7 produce around 90% rigid robots even with a communication depth of only 

k = 1. Low average degree graphs of 4 are still able to have at least 50% of the robots 

compute their local scale-free coordinates. For graphs of degree 6, approximately 80% of 

the robots can compute their local scale-free coordinates using k = 1, which suggest it is 
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Figure 5.1: a: Percentage of rigid robots versus average degree of graph for varying communi

cation depths in all generated graphs. A moving window average for each communi-

cation depth is overlaid on the plot. b: Percentage of rigid robots versus degree of 

robot for varying communication depths in all generated graphs. Both graphs were 

originally presented in Cornejo, Lynch, Fudge, Bielstein and McLurkin [74]. 

feasible to compute local-scale free coordinates on bandwidth-limited platforms. 

Figure 5.1 (a) for k = 1 also allows for a direct comparison to the robust quad results of 

Moore [38). The localization success rates are somewhat better than robust quad results, 

with the same communication depth k = 1, around 10% more nodes with low degree 

localize with bearing-only measurements than the robust-quads algorithm with distance-

only measurements. 

In addition, increasing communication depth from k = 1 to k = 2 increases likelihood 

of a given robot being rigid. Subsequent increases in k have diminishing returns. For 

example, Figure 5.1 (b) shows that increasing communication depth never decreases the 

percentage of robots which are rigid. 
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5.5 2-Hop Scale-Free Algorithm 

The simulation data presented utilized Singular Value Decomposition to compute the null 

space of the system of cycle equations. However, many low-cost robots have limited pro

cessing power and no floating-point unit, which make this an unrealistic approach. This 

section describes a less computational algorithm to compute local scale-free coordinates. 

The approach is constrained to small neighborhoods of robots, G1(u). Based on our sim

ulation results, this is an acceptable compromise to implement local scale-free coordinates 

in multi-robot systems. 

5.5.1 Assumptions and Criteria 

Only cycles of three robots are considered in this algorithm. In other words, each robot u 

has two neighbors and forms a sub-graph of G1(u). The bearing measurements for each 

robot u are assumed to be exact. In the physical robots, this assumption is handled with 

a heuristic for noisy sensor measurements. Computing scale-free coordinates is possible if 

and only if a robot u can be removed from the sub-graph G1 (u) and still be a connected 

graph. A proof for this claim is provided in previous work by Cornejo [62, 74]. 

5.5.2 2-Hop Scale-Free Psuedo-code 

The following 2-HOP SCALE-FREE algorithm computes local scale-free coordinates of a 

robot. 

This procedure has a running time which is linear in the number of bearing measure

ments in G~. The SINELAW function takes u, z and was parameters to form a edge length 

(u, v) of au, z, w triangle. The length fz of the edge (u, z) is known and the angles of the 

u, z, w triangle are represented as (). To return the length of the edge ( u, v) it performs 

the following computation: 



Algorithm 1 2-HOP SCALE-FREE algorithm running at node u 

1: mark v E N(u) as WHITE, where vis a neighbor of u 

2: mark the first v as BLACK and set fv f-- 1 

3: Q f-- queue(v) 

4: while Q =/= 0 do 

5: z f-- Q.pop() 

6: for each WHITE wE N(z) n N(u) do 

7: mark was BLACK and set fw f-- SINELAW (u, z, w) 

8: Q.push(w) 

9: end for 

10: end while 

I 
sin(O(z, u)- O(z, w)) I 

SINELAw(u, z, w) = fz sin(O(w, z) _ O(w, u)) 

5.5.3 Noise Sensitivity 
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Sensor errors and limited precision are present in any physical system. Due to these 

inaccuracies the inner angles of each triangle will not always sum to 1r. This section 

discusses a method to cope with summing to 1r errors and reduce errors in the computation 

of local scale-free coordinates. 

To ensure the angles sum to 1r an ANGLEBALANCE computation is applied to the 

inter-angles of the triangle as shown below. This procedure has a running time which is 

linear in the number of bearing measurements. The fundamental idea behind the 2-HOP 

SCALE-FREE algorithm is to traverse a tree of triangles. The lengths of each each triangle 

(u, z, w) are computed using the SINELAW procedure. In turn, the SINELAW procedure 

uses the bearing measurements to compute two inner angles '1/Jz and '1/Jw of the triangle to 

return a length proportional to sin('I/Jz)/ sin('I/Jw)· When '1/Jz = 0 or '1/Jw = 0 then the triangle 

is degenerate then a length will not be computed. 
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Algorithm 2 ANGLEBALANCE takes input of TriList 
1: for each triangle E TriList do 

2: SumDiff = 1r- (¢>(u),¢>(v),¢>(w)) 

3: ¢>( U) = ¢>( U) + Sum~iff 

4: ¢>( V) = ¢>( V) + Sum~iff 
5: ¢>( W) = ¢>( W) + Sum~iff 

6: end for 

Therefore, the angles '1/Jz and '1/Jw can be used to characterize the noise sensitivity of 

each triangle (u, z, w). The noise sensitivity of a triangle represents the expected error on 

the length computed using that triangle. For example, as '1/Jz gets closer to zero, a triangle 

becomes more sensitive to noise, since a small change in the bearings used to compute '1/Jz 

translate to large changes in the computed length. To be precise, the vector gradient of 

sin( '1/Jz) /sin( '1/Jw) can be used to characterize the noise sensitivity of a triangle ( u, z, w). 

To reduce the effect of noise in the sensing measurements, instead of traversing an 

arbitrary tree, a minimal spanning tree is used with noise sensitivities as the weights. This 

minimizes the total noise sensitivity of the triangles used. The vector gradient used to 

obtain the weights is described in the SINCos computation below. 

Algorithm 3 SINCos weighting for each triangle connected to node u 

1: for each triangle E TriList do 

2: 

3: 

4: 

SinVW- sin(,P(v)) 
- sin(,P(w)) 

CosSinVW = ( ~s(,P(v)) )2 + (sin(4>(_v))*cos(,P(w)))2 
sm( 4>( w)) sm2 ( 4>( w)) 

· ht ( SinVW )2 wezg = (CosSinVW+SinVW)-1 

5: end for 

5.5.4 2-Hop Scale-Free Psuedo-code with Noise Sensitivity 

The complete algorithm with angle correction and noise sensitivity is shown below. 

The 2-HOP SCALE-FREE algorithm with noise sensitivity works effectively in simu-
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Algorithm 4 2-HOP SCALE-FREE algorithm running at node u with ANGLEBALANCE 

and SINCos noise sensitivity. 

1: execute ANGLEBALANCE on all triangles in G1 ( u) 

2: compute all weights of triangles in G1 ( u) using SIN Cos 

3: form Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) using weights 

4: mark all v E N(u) as WHITE, where vis a neighbor of u 

5: mark the first v in MST as BLACK and set fv +-- 1 

6: Q +-- queue( v) 

7: while Q =/= 0 do 

8: z +-- Q .pop() 

9: for each WHITE wE N(z) n N(u) do 

10: mark w as BLACK and set fw +-- SINELAW ( u, z, w) 

11: Q.push(w) 

12: end for 

13: end while 
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lation. However, physical experiments are an important step to validating the practical 

aspects of the algorithm. The hardware experiments in the next chapter will demonstrate 

the effectiveness of the 2-HOP SCALE-FREE algorithm in centroid-seeking behaviors. 

5.6 Relative Power of Sensing 

In terms of sensors, this work is a small part of a much larger discussion about the com

plexity and type of sensors required to perform a particular task as seen from Donald, 

Erdmann [75, 76]. O'Kane later formulated there is no consensus in the literature of 

how to best understand and quantify the relative "power" of robots and sensors [77]. 

The general themes are constructing and ordering based on sensor capability which solves 

particular tasks more directly or efficiently. 

5.6.1 Dominance Relations 

O'Kane introduces the idea of a dominance of one robot model over another. 

A dominance relation is defined as a robot R2 dominates another robot R1 if R2 can 

collect at least as much information as another robot R1 . 

To classify which robot dominates, the term robotic primitive is used to describe the 

sensing and motion capabilities of a particular robot. For example, a robot measuring 

linear distances and orientation dominates a robot that only measures linear distances. 

This work is interested in stratifying dominance relations between coordinate systems. 

Each coordinate system has an associated set of robotic primitives such as range-only or 

bearing-only sensing. This work extends the dominance relation of coordinate systems from 

Rykowski [52]. Specifically, the coordinate system dominance relation classifies scale-free 

coordinates between global/local and bearing/range-only coordinate systems as shown in 

Figure 5.2. Global coordinates given by devices like GPS is the most dominant coordinate 

system. Local coordinates provide relative pose (x, y, 0) of neighboring robot positions. 
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Computing (x, y) pose of a robot consists of a robot converting range and bearing to 

(x, y) coordinates. The range and bearing measurements are dependent on a variety of 

local sensing on the robot. Bearing-only coordinates are more dominant than range-only 

coordinates due to the geometric information provided by bearings of neighbors. Estimat

ing the shape of the network becomes more difficult with only range measurements. With 

only bearing and a known observation model, a robot can use probabilistic range estimation 

to obtain virtual range information. Probabilistic range estimated coordinates are possi

ble with scale-free and a particle filter technique by Rykowski [52]. Probabilistic range 

estimation methods combine information from the robot sensing model, robot odometry 

and a robot motion model. Rykowski's technique assumes the motion profile of the robot 

is broadcasts to other robots estimating range. Scale-free coordinates only use network 

geometry and does not rely on a robot motion model as an input. Therefore, scale-free 

coordinates are disjoint in some respects from particle filter estimation techniques. Com

paring probabilistic range estimation to scale-free coordinates is not a clear comparison 

without assumptions about a particular network. For example, the Rykowski particle filter 

approach combines sensor error models and odometry motion models to predict the most 

likely position of the neighbor robot. While scale-free coordinates does not rely on odom

etry and requires a network of three or more robots. A more careful comparison between 

similar estimation techniques and robotic primitives is needed to clarify the differences. 

The scale-free approach is a geometric technique to produce an approximate estimate of 

range between robots up to a scaling-factor. Scale-free coordinates also requires a network 

of robots to form a cycle with angular measurements of the cycle inner angles. Since scale

free coordinates are not possible in a two-robot network, probabilistic range estimation 

is the more dominant coordinate system for two robots. With a network of three or 

more robots, scale-free coordinates will provide a range estimate between robots up to an 

unknown scale-factor. A combination of range estimation and scale-free coordinates has the 

potential to be the most dominant coordinate system of the three. However, a combined 

approach will be taxing on the robot's computation and communication requirements. 
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Therefore , an efficient algorithm combining scale-free and particle filter estimation shows 

a promising future for multi-robot systems. 

Global 
Coordinates 

Local 
Coordinates 

Bearing an Range 
Estimation 

Partide Filter Based 

Bearing an Range 
Estimation 

Sca le-Free Coordinates 

Bearing-Only 
Coord inates 

Range-Only 
Coordinates 

Figure 5.2: Dominance Relation between Coordinate Systems. The column on the left represents 

the hierarchy of the coordinate systems with a corresponding coordinate illustration 

on the right from Rykowski [52]. 



Chapter 6 

Hardware Experiments 

In this chapter, the 2-HoP SCALE-FREE algorithm is implemented on the r-one robots. 

The robot experiments validate the practical attributes of this algorithm in static config

urations and motion behaviors. 

6.1 Static Evaluation 

This work first evaluates this algorithm on stationary configurations. However, the results 

presented are applicable while the system is in motion as long as the physical speed of the 

robots is negligible compared to the speed of communication and computation [19]. Ran

dom connected geometric graphs were generated by placing six robots uniformly around 

the environment and discarding disconnected graphs. 

The static evaluations include 32 random configurations of six r-one robots. Limiting 

the number robots at six is important for two reasons. First, a single robot has a limit of 

eight neighbors over infrared communication and six provides a comfortable margin from 

this maximum to avoid communication collisions. Six is also a ideal number for 2-hop 

networks in the r-one's communication diameter as noted by Klienrock [78]. Specifically, 

six robots is the proper balance for a network using an ALOHA slotted access scheme with 

randomly positioned nodes. The trade-off between communication radius and average 

degree connectivity between the network shows a degree of six offers a suitable network 

bandwidth capacity in large networks. 

In the evaluations, the robots use the 2-HOP SCALE-FREE algorithm to recover their 

local scale-free coordinates. 4 of the 32 trials failed due to lost messages between robots, 

53 
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(a) successful case. (b) bearing error. (c) edge error. (d) error corrected. 

Figure 6.1: Scale-free coordinates plotted as red nodes and ground-truth data as grey nodes. 

TheIR communication links are plotted as black edges between grey nodes. The red 

lines depict the measured bearing between each robot. Four cases are presented: a: 

Accurate scale-free coordinates. b: Configuration with bearing errors on robot 1. 

c: Scale-free edge error on robot 5. d: Scale-free robot 5 edge corrected with noise 

sensitivity. 

those four were discarded and the remaining 28 successful trials were then analyzed. A 

sample of these configurations are shown in Figures 6.l(a)- 6.l(d) to illustrate the per

formance and errors observed in the experiments. The figures display the ground-truth 

camera data as grey nodes and the algorithm's scale-free coordinates as red nodes. The 

IR communication links between the robots are shown as black edges. The actual bearing 

measurements from the central robot to each of its neighbors are depicted by red lines. 

Ideally, the red nodes and edges will directly cover the black edges and grey nodes. How

ever, low resolution sensor measurements will prevent scale-free coordinates from exactly 

matching with physical coordinates. The low resolution case was the most frequent source 

of error and produced the most significant edge errors. Other sources of error include lost 

messages between robots typically resulting from collisions over the infrared medium. The 

last error seen is a noise sensitivity computation error caused by picking the non-optimal 

set of triangle in the algorithm. This step was later improved in the algorithm with a 

heuristic but the results of noise sensitivity are still presented. 
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For each static configuration, a unique a scaling factor was computed to minimize 

potential edge errors. The a was choosen based on ground-truth camera information to 

show the best possible performance of scale-free coordinates. Minimizing edge errors for 

static configurations provides a best estimate of the mean error in scale-free calculations 

of the robots. Optimizing a was suitable for analyzing the errors in scale-free coordinates. 

However, picking a unique a is not suitable for real-time hardware because robots do not 

have access to ground-truth data. 

An example of a low-resolution bearing measurement is shown in Figure 6.1(b) for 

robot 0 to robot 1. Despite this error, the 2-HOP ScALE-FREE algorithm still effectively 

computes the edge coefficient. The majority of the low-resolution errors are still within 

the 22.5°designed tolerance of the robot. Low-resolution sensors and lost messaging errors 

cause the most significant problems in the robot's scale-free coordinates. Three of the 

31 one experiments had lost messages which resulted in not being able to compute scale

free coordinates. The other errors present in the histogram were caused by low-resolution 

sensing and noise sensitive computations. Figure 6.1 (c) demonstrates scale-free edge errors 

with robot 5. The bearing of robot 5 is correct yet the scale-free edge length is inaccurate. 

In this case, the error was caused by a poor selection of triangles. Selecting the best tri

angles can be improved with the noise sensitivity heuristic. The noise sensitivity heuristic 

corrected the position of robot 5 from Figure 6.1 (c) to more accurate edge coefficient as 

shown in Figure 6.1(d). 
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Figure 6.2: a: Edge error histogram for 28 robot configurations. There are total of 140 edges in 

this data set. This histogram has a mean percent error of 23.4%. b: A corresponding 

edge error histogram with noise sensitivity added on the same data set as the left. 

This histogram reduces the mean percent error to 19.4%. 

For the 28 experiments, 140 edges were run using scale-free coordinates, a histogram of 

the edge error percentage is shown in Figures 6.2(a)- 6.2(b). Running the algorithm with

out noise sensitivity produces a mean percent error of 23.4% as shown in Figures 6.2(a). 

However, when the same data set is run with the noise sensitivity heuristic, the mean 

percent error reduces to 19.4% as shown in Figure 6.2(b). Given the coarse bearing mea

surements from the r-one, these results are reasonable and still usable for motion control. 
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6.2 Dynamic Evaluation: Centroid Behavior 

This work uses a centroid-seeking behavior to validate the 2-HoP SCALE-FREE algorithm. 

The moving robot will converge on the centroid of a group of robots. 

6.2.1 Related Centroid Experiments 

This work searched for related approaches of minimalistic sensing for centroid convergence 

with a group of robots. Yu et al. demonstrates a simulation of converging robot agents with 

a simple control law [79]. This work assumes agents will converge into each other but do 

not have bearing or range information. The convergence proof presented demonstrates the 

viability of clustering between a group of robots with minimal sensing and no multi-robot 

communication. This work is different than Yu et al. by focusing on one robot reaching the 

center of a group of robots. This centroid seeking behavior will stabilize a group of robots 

into a desired shape. This centroid behavior also scales well with large populations of 

robots over large areas. Covering an area with a group of robots is referred to as distributed 

coverage. Schwager and McLurkin addressed the problem of distributed coverage with 

experiments demonstrating 16 SwarmBots performing voronoi centroid coverage of an 

area [80]. These robots had local pose information with range-bearing measurements 

and used consensus over distributed communication to stabilize the network. This work 

differs by investigating centroid behaviors with bearing-only information and scale-free 

coordinates. 

6.2.2 Centroid Experiments 

This work presents a controller to navigate to the centroid of a group of robots. The moving 

robot uses the most recent calculation of scale-free coefficients and does not average sensor 

measurements over time. Independence from time enables the experiment to validate the 

true sensor performance of the system without filtering or averaging. 

Due to long 2.5 sec neighbor rounds, measuring neighbor bearings while moving can 
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0.5 

Figure 6.3: Four static robots shown as blue dots were placed in an arbitrary polygon. The 

motion robot trajectory is the black line starting from the initial black circle. The 

motion robot uses the 2-HOP SCALE-FREE algorithm to compute local scale-free 

coordinates and the a local centroid estimate. The robot converges within the red 

circle of radius step distance of dstep = llcm. 

introduce errors between measurements taken at different times. For these experiments , 

the robot pauses in a stationary state when measuring neighbor bearings. The bearings 

and communication network are combined to produce scale-free coordinates. The robot 

then computes an angle to the scale-free centroid. The robot moves toward that angle 

at a fixed distance of dstep = llcm. After one iteration of the algorithm, the robot 

pauses for the next neighbor round and repeats the process. The motion profile of the 

robot is not fluid because the limited communication bandwidth forces the robot to stop 

between neighbor rounds. For the first experiment, four stationary robots were arranged 

in an arbitrary polygon and one moving robot outside the polygon. An illustration of 

the centroid trajectory is shown in Figure 6.3. The robot's trajectory moves around the 

centroid without settling. This behavior is expected because the robot has no notion of 

exact distance to the centroid, thus , the robot cannot stop and will continue circling. The 

robot is expected to stay within the radius dstep of the red circle denoted in the figure. 

The centroid experiment was extended for many initial starting conditions. The tra

jectories of the moving robot converging to the centroid is shown in Figure 6.4(a). With 
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Figure 6.4: Motion Control Experiment - a: Four static robots shown as blue dots were placed 

in an arbitrary polygon. The motion robot was placed in random locations shown 

as colored circles outside the polygon. Convergence trajectories of the motion robot 

moving toward a centroid are shown by the different colored lines. The motion 

robot uses the 2-HoP ScALE-FREE algorithm to compute local scale-free coordinates. 

b: Corresponding error histogram between motion robot position and the centroid 

from the different trajectories shown in (a). The errors outside the polygon are not 

included to demonstrate the error inside the polygon. The robot oscillates around 

the centroid as a function of the maximum step distance of dstep = llcm. The mean 

error of this plot is 14.03 em. 

a larger data set, the diameter of the convergence region does not always describe the 

motion profile of the robot trajectories. However, a histogram of robot distance to the 

centroid shown in Figure 6.4(b) provides a mean error of 14.03 em which is well within 

the 2dstep = 22cm convergence circle diameter. 

The second centroid experiment shows the moving robot tracking the stationary robots 

in two different positions. The stationary robots start in the blue positions, then were 

shifted to the red positions. The trajectory shown in Figure 6.5(a) show the moving robot 

successfully converging to the new position, and the size of the convergence region in 

Figure 6.5(b) is within dstep radius of the convergence circle. 
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(a) Centroid shift. (b) Centroid shift error. 

Figure 6.5: a: This experiment moves a group of robots to demonstrate a large shift in the 

centroid denoted by the blue plus sign. The four blue dots are the initial polygon 

of static robots. The red dots represent the shifted group of robots. The black line 

trajectory shows the trajectory of the motion robot searching for the centroid. The 

red and blue circles represent the convergence of a fixed step size with a radius of 

llcm. The robot is expected to oscillate within this circle. b: Corresponding error 

vs. time of the trajectory shown in Sub-figure (a) between the motion robot position 

and the centroid. The robot begins at the black circle with significant error and then 

oscillates less than dstep radius around centroid. When the group is shifted the error 

spikes again and settles to another oscillation around the new centroid. 

6 .3 Dynamic Evaluation: Tracking Motion 

This experiment set out to track motion trajectory of the moving robot using scale-free 

coordinates on the stationary robots. Analyzing scale-free coordinates between multiple 

robots increases the volume of data to process. The experiment consisted of five stationary 

robots in a connected graph configuration. A motion robot traversed this network with a 

pre-defined straight line motion. The stationary robots produced an estimated position of 

the motion robot with with scale-free coordinates and a a scaling factor. When combined 

together at each time instance, this trajectory provides a reasonable estimate of the motion 
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robot trajectory as shown in Figure 6.6(a). The estimates produced by the robots only 

fall along the bearing lines from each stationary robot drawn as the red, blue or yellow 

lines. The errors from the experiment are plotted in Figure 6. 6 (b) . 
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Figure 6.6: a:The blue static points represent the observer positions. The black path is the 

motion path of the single moving robot. The colored dots are estimates of the moving 

robots position from scale-free coordinates. b: Combined Histograms of error in 

meters from the bearing line intersection with the moving black line. The robots 

only see robots along their respective bearing lines. 

The tracking experiment is interested in the possibilities with multi-robot scale-free 

behaviors. For now the experiment mainly focused on the performance of the sensors and 

2-HoP ScALE-FREE algorithm under realistic network conditions. In future work, the 

centroid seeking and trajectory tracking can be combined to perform a centroidal vornoi 

network. 
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6.4 Multi-Robot Behaviors 

Scale-free coordinates enhances bearing-only sensors and behaviors with the additional 

network communication. This work is also interested in the potential of bearing-only multi

robot behaviors. Enhancements to these bearing-only behaviors with scale-free coordinates 

are possible later in the future. For now, I present a series of bearing-only behaviors 

successfully implemented on the r-one. 

6.4.1 Flocking 
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(a) Flocking Behav-

ior. 

(b) Flocking Experiment. 

Figure 6. 7: a:Illustration of flocking behavior in which each robot copies the orientations of it 's 

neighboring robots. The robots will move forward at a fixed speed and only turn 

when a obstacle is detected with the bump sensors. b :Flocking experiment with the 

r-ones. These robots have only bearing and orientation information and do not have 

range between robots. 

Bearing-only flocking is only possible with knowledge of orientation of neighbors. The 

r-one is capable of angle-only flocking behavior in simple environments. In this example a 

flock of r-ones flock in a rectangular environment. Imagine a flock of birds forming a flying 

v formation , in this case the r-ones will not form a specific shape but will flock together 

in a general direction. The flocking behavior consists of robots matching all neighbor 

orientations while continually moving forward. Each robot 's individual path is plotted in 

a unique color in Figure 6. 7 (a). The flock is able to handle walls and simple obstacles. 
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The experiment in Figure 6. 7(b) demonstrates that angle-only flocking works properly 

with four robots. 

The angle-only flocking approach is not equivalent to range-bearing flocking but pro

vides a promising example of the r-one capabilities. 

Algorithm 5 Flocking algorithm running at robot u 

1: while 1 do 

2: get '¢(v) E N(u), update orientations, where vis a neighbor of u 

3: '1/Javg = average('¢(v) E N(u)), Average neighbor orientations 

4: PoseSet(tv = 20 mmjsec, heading = '1/Javg), set pose of robot u 

5: if CheckBumpObstacle(u) then 

6: PoseSet(tv = 0 mm/sec, heading= Ou + 7r), turn away from obstacle 

7: end if 

8: end while 



6.4.2 Sorted Following 
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Figure 6.8: a:lllustration of sorted-order following behavior in which the lowest ID robot in the 

network avoids obstacles with infrared. The second lowest ID robot will follow the 

lowest ID robot in the network. This pattern continues in sorted order by robot IDs. 

b:Sorted-follow experiment with the r-ones. 

This behavior assumes each robot in the network has a unique identifier or ID. The 

lowest numbered ID in a network of robot will perform an obstacle avoidance behavior with 

infrared sensors. The second lowest ID robot will follow the lowest ID robot in the network. 

With only two robots, the behavior exhibits basic follow-the-leader characteristics. While 

following, the robots will avoid obstacles only with bump sensors. The algorithm scales 

by inserting more robots with higher IDs to follow in sorted order. If the leader of the line 

is removed, the next lowest ID becomes the leader. Following sorted order will scale for 

multiple robots and typically works best with a group of 3-6 robots. Figure 6.8(a) depicts 

each robots sample paths while performing the sorted-order follow behavior. The blue 

robot is moving straight ahead in obstacle avoidance mode but not explicitly following any 

other robot. Sorted-order following is a distributed algorithm, thus the blue robot can be 

removed and the next lowest ID will take the place of the lowest ID robot. This algorithm 

is practical for navigating groups of robots through narrow passage-ways. Figure 6.8(b) 

illustrates sorted-order following behavior with the four r-one robots. 
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Algorithm 6 Sorted Following algorithm running at robot u 

1: while 1 do 

2: Lowest! D=True 

3: get O(v),id(v) E N(u), update bearings and IDs of v neighbors 

4: for each id(v) E N(u) do 

5: if id(v) < id(u) then 

6: PoseSet(tv = 20 mm/sec, heading= O(v))), follow neighbor v 

7: if CheckBumpObstacle( u) then 

8: PoseSet(tv = 0, heading= Bu + ?T), turn away from obstacle 

9: end if 

10: Lowest! D=False 

11: break 

12: end if 

13: end for 

14: if Lowest! D==True then 

15: PoseSet(tv = 20 mm/sec, heading= 0) 

16: A voidiRObstacle( u), the leader of the line 

17: end if 

18: end while 



6.4.3 Clustering 

9 • 
(a) Cluster Behavior. 
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(b) Cluster Experiment . 

Figure 6.9: a:Illustration of cluster behavior in which the even ID robots move toward each other 

forming a cluster. The odd ID robots do the same behavior with only odd robots. 

Clustering will not reach a stopping condition because r-ones do not have range 

information. b :Clustering experiment with four r-one robots. 

This approach to clustering creates a cluster of robots based on even or odd robot IDs. 

Clustering on the r-one does not use range information and can be supplemented with 

bump information. As the robots collide with their respective cluster, they use the bump 

sensor to detect this event. Trajectories with 4 sample robots are shown in Figure 6.9(a). 

The figure demonstrates how robots will move toward their respective even or odd cluster. 

To allow for additions to the network, the robots never stop in the cluster. A screenshot 

of four r-one robots clustering is show in Figure 6.9(b) Similar to a swarm of insects the 

robots will continue to collide together in a cluster. Clustering with angle-only flocking 

has the potential to enhance flocking on the r-one. 
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Algorithm 7 Cluster algorithm running at robot u 

1: while 1 do 

2: FollowMode =False 

3: get O(v),id(v) E N(u), update bearings and IDs ofv neighbors 

4: for each id(v) E N(u) do 

5: if EvenOrOdd( id( v)) == EvenOrOdd( id( u)) then 

6: FollowMode =True 

7: Bavg = average(O(v),Bavg), Average neighbor bearings 

8: end if 

9: end for 

10: if FollowMode then 

11: PoseSet(tv = 20 mm/sec, heading= Bavg)), follow even or odd neighbors 

12: if CheckBumpObstacle(u) then 

13: PoseSet(tv = 0, heading= Bu + 1r), turn away from obstacle 

14: end if 

15: end if 

16: end while 
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6.4.4 Mid-angle Navigation 

Mid-angle navigation is another interesting problem solved with bearing-only information. 

This behavior includes a seeker motion robot moving toward a goal robot through a net

work of robots. The seeker robot typically does not have direct communication with the 

goal robot. However , the seeker communicates with the network of robots to determine 

the best path to approach the goal. To navigate, the seeker robot moves through the 

mid-angle bearing measurements of the network to avoid collisions. The trajectory of the 

seeker robot through the network is shown in Figure 6.10. This behavior is practical for 

navigating through large populations of robots to a desired goal position. For example, 

a seeker robot low on battery needs to return back to the charging station. The closest 

robot to the charging station becomes the goal and the low battery robot will quickly route 

through the network of robots to regain charge. 

Figure 6.10: Illustration of mid-angle navigation through a corridor with a sample trajectory 

drawn in black. The goal robot is highlighted in green. This is an approximation of 

the algorithms performance not a ground-truth measurement. 
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Algorithm 8 Midpoint Navigation algorithm running at goal seeking robot u, all other 

robots in network are stationary and broadcasting their hop distance from the goal robot. 

1: while 1 do 

2: FollowGoalRobot, FollowMidGoal =False 

3: get O(v),id(v) E N(u), update bearings and IDs of v neighbors 

4: for each id(v) E N(u) do 

5: if Goal Robot( id( v)) then , Goal Broadcasts IR message to all robots in range 

6: FollowGoalRobot =True, Ogoal = O(v) 

7: end if 

8: end for 

9: if FollowGoalRobot then 

10: PoseSet(tv = 20 mmfsec, heading= Ogoal)), follow goal 

11: if CheckBumpGoal(u) then break out of loop, goal is found 

12: end if 

13: end if 

14: if !FollowGoalRobot then 

15: for each id(v),id(w) E N(u) do 

16: if LowestHopsToGoal((id(v)) == LowestHopsToGoal(id(w)) then 

17: FollowMidGoal =True, Omidgoal = average(O(v),Ocw)), 

18: end if 

19: end for 

20: end if 

21: if FollowMidGoal then 

22: PoseSet(tv=20mmfsec,heading = Omidgoal)), avoid obstacles 

23: end if 

24: end while 



Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

This thesis presented a low-cost multi-robot system, a new scale-free coordinate system 

and a series of experiments to validate the coordinate system with the robot. The r-one 

robot platform is suitable for research, education and outreach. The rone's angle-only 

sensor model is effective for multi-robot behaviors such as clustering or sorted following. 

Scale-free coordinates along with the 2-HOP SCALE-FREE algorithm sets a foundation for 

localizing with large populations of simple, low-cost robots. The scale-free algorithm is 

tailored to low-cost systems with limited communication bandwidth and sensor resolution. 

The algorithm also uses a noise sensitivity model to reduce the impact of noise on the 

computed scale-free coordinates. The r-one combined with scale-free coordinates have set 

a foundation for future distributed algorithm research in multi-robot systems. 
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Appendix A 

Appendix 

This appendix is a design summary of the electronics and software included on the r-one. 
The section goes into more detail about the decisions and performance of the r-one system. 

A. l Electrical Design 

The r-one electronics was designed using Altium printed circuit board (PCB) design soft
ware. This section will overview the schematics and functional description of each system. 
The design period for the r-one began in summer 2010 and ended with version 6 (V6) 
shown in Figure A.l(a). Many prototype barebone circuit board versions were tested 
leading up to the final design as shown in Figure A.1 (b). Another design session began 
in summer 2011 which concluded at version 11 (V11) shown in Figure A.1 (c). The final 
version of the circuit board has a black soldermask and white silkscreen. 

(a) r-one V6. (b) circuit boards. (c) r-one Vll. 

Figure A.l: a: The r-one robot V6 finished in summer 2010. b : The r-one robot Vll finished in 

summer 2011. 

The goal in the original design was to have a single microcontroller to handle all 
sensors and device interfaces. However between the V6 and V11 version, an additional 
microcontroller was added to the design to handle the additional bump sensors. 
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A.l.l Architecture 

The r-one features a 32-bit Texas Instruments Stellaris LM3S8962 ARM Cortex-M3 mi
crocontroller running at 50 mhz with 64 KB of SRAM and 256 KB flash storage. The 
Stellaris 8962 is designed to handle the sensors and control the state of the robot. The V6 
has the Stellaris 8962 handle all operations in the robot. In the V11 version, an additional 
MSP 430F2132 16-bit microcontroller was added to handle bump sensors and additional 
sensors. The MSP430 includes 8K Flash and 512 Bytes of RAM and enables the robot to 
enter low-power sleep mode. 

The MSP430 is on the bottom circuit board and interfaces with the 8962 microcontroller 
through SPI as shown in Figure A.2- A.3. The schematics for the two microcontrollers are 

shown in Figures A.4- A.5. 

TOP CIRCU IT ,... ,... , ... 
' ) ' ) ' ) - - -DD 

DO 
Stellaris 

F . A 2 A system block diagram of devices on the r-one robot. The top and bottom circuit 1gure . : 
boards feature microcontrollers in blue, sensors in green, interface devices in red. 
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A.1.2 Bump Sensors 

Another critical sub-system to the r-one is the bump sensors. The bump sensors use 
infrared reflection to measure changes in the free-floating bump skirt on the robot. Fig
ure A.6 illustrates the electrical schematic of these sensors. Infrared reflection sensing can 
draw tremendous amounts of power if not carefully designed. This design spent many 
iterations searching for a balance between power and functionality to ensure the bump 
skirt triggered effectively. 

A.1.3 Audio and LED Feedback 

Getting feedback from the robot's state is a complicated problem with hundreds of robots. 
Using a standard LCD display on the robot is not ideal because the user needs to simul
taneously view dozens of robots at a time. Therefore LED lights are of the most direct 
indicator of robot state. The r-one features 15 independently controlled LEDs divided into 
five red, green and blue groups. The MSP430 controls the I2C communication between 
the Texas Instruments LED driver (TLC59116F) which powers each LED as shown in 
Figure A.7. 

In the V6 to Vll change in the r-one design, audio feedback was added for addi
tional means of relaying information to the user. The audio schematic uses a MIDI based 
VS1053 chipset from VLSI solutions. The 8962 microcontroller sends SPI packets to the 
audio chipset and a series of analog amplification stages boost the signal to a internally 
mounted speaker on the robot. The audio schematic shown in Figure A.8 required signif
icant electrical testing to achieve the proper gain for pleasant audio feedback. 

A.1.4 Motor Encoder System 

The motor encoder system is directly mounted on the bottom circuit board. The 8962 
Stellaris microcontroller controls the two motors with pulse-width modulation (PWM) to 
the Allegro A3906 motor controller. The Stellaris also reads the custom built infrared 
interruption quadrature encoder circuitry. Figure A.9 illustrates the motor and encoder 
system on the bottom circuit board. 

A.1.5 Power Management 

The power system regulates 3.3volts to the robot from the 3.7volt Lithium polymer battery. 
The power system also charges the battery from a 5volt USB connector. An additional 
mode of operation is the power sleep mode controlled by the MSP430. Power sleep allows 
the robot to remain active while drawing micro-amps of power. Figure A.lO illustrates the 
Linear power regulator electrical schematic. 
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Figure A.3: A complete block diagram of systems on the r-one robot. The two circuit boards 
are abstracted in this diagram to focus on the power and information layers between 
the robot. The diagram shows mechanical power in red, electrical power in blue and 
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Figure A.7: The schematic of the LED driver (TLC59116F) connected on the top circuit board. 
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A.1.6 Radio Communication 

Radio communication over 2.4Ghz radio is primarily focused on data collection and not 
intended for use in distributed algorithms. Many types of radios were tested before set
tling on the Nordic radio chipset. Our testing found the screw-on antenna 1/4 wavelength 
provides reliable at least 50 feet range of communication. Further radio distances were 
not thoroughly investigated for these robots since 50 feet is sufficient for most indoor ap
plications. An embedded antenna was also tested with less successful results. Figure A.ll 
illustrates the radio schematic. 

3.3\' 

llADIO CE I 
UI S&l.ltADIO l 

J.ADIO m 

Figure A.ll: The schematic of the Nordic nRF24L01P radio connected to the 8962 over SPI. 

A.l. 7 Infrared Communication 

The key subsystem on the r-one that separates it from other robot systems is the dis
tributed communication over infrared. Each robot has eight IR transmitters and eight 
receivers. The receivers are Sharp IR remote control devices with 38khz modulation and 
a maximum bit rate of 1250bps. The transmitters a IR LEDs that transmit an encoded 
message with the robot ID and relevant geometric information between neighbors. The 
receivers do not measure the power and hence do not measure range of the receivers. 
The Sharp receivers used are low-cost and do not provide analog measurements for range. 
Measuring only bearing and orientation between robots was a pivotal design choice on 
the robot to reduce cost and complexity. Figure A.l2 demonstrates the simplicity of the 
connections to each infrared system to the Stellaris 8962 microcontroller. 
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Figure A.12: The schematic of the infrared receivers and emitters on the r-one. The Sharp 
IR receivers directly connect to the Stellaris 8962 and the emitters connect to 
SN74AHCT595 buffer which sends out an encoded message to the robots. The 
IRbeacon circuitry is composed of four infrared beacon LEDs mounted in the center 
of the robot to track the robot position from an overhead camera. 
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(a) gyro. (b) accel. (c) light sensor. 

Figure A.13: a: The gyroscope sensor (L3G4200D) on the bottom circuit board. b: The ac
celerometer sensor (MMA8452Q) on the bottom circuit board. c: The light sensor 
mounted on the top circuit board. 

A.l.8 Additional Sensors 

The r-one also features a gyro, accelerometer, light sensors and a cliff detection sensor. The 
3-axis gyro and 3-axis accelerometer communicate with the MSP430 over I2C as shown in 
Figure A.l3(a)- A.13(b). The cliff detection sensor is similar to a bump obstacle sensor 
but the development is still ongoing with the results of this sensor. Three light sensors or 
photo-resistors are mounted on the top circuit board as shown in Figure A.l3(c). 

A.2 Software Design 

The r-one supports two different programming languages, python and c. The C implemen
tation runs a variant of Free-RTOS; Real-Time Operating System modified specifically for 
the r-one. The python implementation uses a framework developed by Rixner and Barr 
which supports Stellaris based microcontrollers with Python. Python is not discussed at 
length in this work, however a full tutorial to using Python on the r-one is documented 
on the Rice University Introduction to Engineering (ENGI 128) course website. 
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A.2.1 roneos 

The C programming language on the r-one is based around libraries provided by Texas 
Instruments and Free-RTOS. A basic c program can be executed without free-RTOS but 
the operating system provides the foundation blocks to multi-task with multiple sensors. 
The primary building block will be referred to as the roneos library. The three main 
components are roneLib, driverlib and roneos as shown in Figure A.l4. The Multi-robot 
systems Lab at Rice University has included drivers, device specific tasks and a series 
of initialization routines in roneos. As an example, a user can quickly utilize roneos to 
perform advanced behaviors with multiple sensors running simultaneously. 

Figure A.l4: The software hierarchy a user program will call when using roneos and roneLib. 

A.2.2 D evice Drivers 

Each system detailed in the electrical design has a corresponding device driver to read the 
sensor directly or communicate with the system. Figure A.l5 shows the various levels of 
communication from the Stellaris 8962 microcontroller. The micron troller directly mea
sures sensors or uses serial peripheral interface (SPI) to communicate with the MSP430, 
radio or audio. A bus interface between these devices allows for fast exchange of infor
mation at a low number of physical general purpose input-output (GPIO). The MSP430 
relies on 12C (another type of bus protocol) to communicate to the gyro, accelerometer 
and LED devices. 

Figure A.15: The available device drivers commanded by the 8962 microcontroller. The MSP430 
interfaces over SPI to provide information from bump, gyro and accelerometer. 
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A.2.3 Threads and roneLib 

The general procedure for starting up the r-one is executed from system.c. The roneos 
system initializes the heartbeat LED and unique ID in systemPrelnit. The robot success
fully passes through systemPrelnit when the white heartbeat LED blinks three times. 
The triple blink heartbeat is a key indicator that the code is starting successfully. 

After the pre-initialization phase has executed, the system/nit function initializes all 
remaining device drivers. The serial communication is given a binary semaphore to allow 
for safe shared access. Serial communication is how the robot outputs information over 
the USB port. The command cprintf allows the user to print readable messages in C
like print£ format. However, cprintf only supports a limited subset of print£. The cprint 
function uses a semaphore mutex to access the printing utilities. 

The SPI bus also uses a semaphore mutex to share SPI access between the MSP430, 
radio and audio devices. The radio initialization sets up a receive and transmit queue to 
handle data traffic. If the robot receives an incomi:o.g wireless packet, the interrupt handler 
triggers and fills the radio queue. Audio is the simplest of the three SPI devices because 
the user only sends information to the audio device. 

The MSP430 micocontroller located on the bottom circuit board controls the gyro, 
accelerometer, LED driver and bump sensors. The I2C bus is controlled by the MSP430, 
therefore roneos can only read the values of the devices on I2C through the MSP430 
SPI communication. The SPI bus is the main source of contention on the r-one due to 
data traffic shared between three devices. In addition to the MSP430 SPI interrupt, the 
r-one also has interrupts on the quadrature encoders and IR communication. The IR 
communication is interrupted when new data is received on the IR receivers and then 
fills a queue with the corresponding data. Figure A.l6 shows the a sample illustration 
of tasks and interrupts running on roneos. The user has full control of the behavior and 
background tasks for performing experiments with the r-one. 

A.2.4 Sample Program 

The r-one C code is developed around Sourcery CodeBench (formerly Sourcery G++) to 
compile roneos, roneLib and the user project code. The framework is similar to Eclipse and 
provides an excellent debugging utility to inspect variables while the robot is in operation. 

A sample start-up program will run systemPrelnit(), system/nit() and a task called 
neighborsTask by calling neighborslnit(600, FALSE). The neighbors task runs at a 
600ms period and collects neighbor information from the IR communication queue. Once 
the system is initialized, the user can declare a task in the operating system: 

osTaskCreate(behaviorTask, behavior, 4096,0, Priority) 

The behaviorTask represents the a user robot behavior such as avoid obstacles or drive 
straight. Additional tasks can also be created such as a background task, refer to the 
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Figure A.l6: A sample illustration of the tasks and interrupts running on roneos. The interrupts 
are built into the operating system and the system tasks also are configured to 
run at a regular update rate. The heartbeat task is the most critical task which 
updates the LEDs, blinky heartbeat, pose control or direct motor commands at 
10 hertz. The second system task typically run consists of updating the neighbor 
communication over IR. This task runs every 600ms. Each one of these tasks relies 
on interrupts to obtain information at the rate of the sensors update. Finally, the 
user tasks are given as a sample illustration of running a behavior or background 
tasks. The user has the ability to use any type of sensor in the behavior thread. 
The background task is typically for lower update rate operations like updating the 
beacon or computation. 
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example projects for more detail. Once the tasks are created, the operating system starts 
all tasks by calling: 

osTaskStartScheduler() 

A sample library called roneLib has been developed for a common set of r-one software 
routines with movement behaviors, radio data structures and neighbor list operations. A 
user program will save time using the roneLib routines and hopefully provides guidelines 
for handling neighbor communication. Future development on the r-one will consist of 
adding many common behaviors to roneLib such as localization and obstacle mapping. 

Once your workspace and repository is properly configured, the user can view BigFat
StinkingDemo (BFSD) project as a walk-through of running a program on the r-one. The 
BFSD project demonstrates multiple behaviors such as multi-robot flocking with obstacle 
avoidance. 

A.3 Data Collection 

Collecting ground-truth or global information from the robots is an important step to mon
itor the state of distributed algorithms. The r-one supports two different data collection 
schemes with APRIL tags and another using beacon tracking. The two methods both use 
cameras to track the positions of the robots in the workspace. The data collection system 
is interchangeable between both tracking methods. The system consists of a camera, host 
computer and a camera computer as shown in Figure A.l7. 

experiment robots 

Figure A.l7: Diagram of the r-one data collection system. The ceiling-mounted camera identifies 
each robot and tracks the { x, y, () } positions of each robot simultaneously, reporting 
the results to the computer at 5 Hz. The camera is interchangeable between the 

IR beacon or APRIL tag tracking. 



(a) Beacon Camera. (b) Beacon Camera 
Real-time. 
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Figure A.l8: a: A camera view from the Newton camera perspective. 25 robots are pictured. b: 
A real-time GUI correspondence to the camera picture of robot positions, (x , y). 
The robots in blue are on the boundaries. These pictures are tests with the Swarm
Bot from 2007 and do not represent the r-one beacon tracking. 

A .3.1 APRIL Tag Thacking 

The APRIL tag tracking system consists of a camera(s) and tracking code. The tracking 
code runs in Java and is built around Ed Olson's APRIL tag software framework. Each 
robot has a bar-code tracking tag that covers the majority of the robot. The tracking 
system provides (x, y, B) global position information of the robots in the camera reference 
frame. For the majority of the experiments, two logitech webcams were used simultane
ously to collect position information of the robot. 

The webcams are connected to one computer that runs a tracking program called 
SwingCamTag.java. Two webcams are mounted 1.13m inches apart at approximately 
1.37m from the ground. The visible workspace of the camera mounting allows for a 
workspace of approximately lm x 2m. 

Multiple low-cost camera tracking provides a scalable interface to potentially expand 
the workspace to track hundreds of robots simultaneously. However, implementation de
tails with data aggregation of multiple tracking computers is still untested. 

A .3.2 B eacon Thacking 

The Beacon tracking system was developed by Newton Labs and tracks the robots ' (x, y) 
positions. TheIR camera detects an encoded IR beacon pattern at 10 bits/second. Each 
robot blinks its unique ID on the IR beacon mounted in the center. The robot uses four 
IR LEDs in unison to increase the brightness of the blink and subsequently increase the 
range of detection. Figure A.18( a)- A.18(b) illustrates the correspondence between the 
physical camera view and the real-time positions of the robots. 

In contrast to APRIL tags, the beacon tracking does not track robot heading , (B). 
For certain experiments only the ( x, y) positions are needed to properly plot the results 
of an algorithm. The main advantage of IR beacon tracking is the large workspace for 
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experiments. With one IR camera angle mounted at a corner of a ceiling, the r-one can 
be tracked within a 7.62 meter distance. This one camera covers the majority of the lab 
workspace for experimentation which provides a suitable area to track large populations 
of robots. This is a significant improvement from our APRIL tags workspace size. 

A.3.3 Data Collection Software 

The data collection software consists of ground-truth tracking software, r-one host com
munications and data aggregation code. The tracking software takes the positions of the 
robots and outputs packets over a local Ethernet network. The host computer will connect 
directly to a host r-one robot to capture additional information such as neighbor infor
mation between robots. The host communications between the r-one typically consists of 
parsing a comma-separated-values (CSV) data stream from a USB connection to the host 
robot. The final part of the system aggregates together tracking information and r-one 
communications. The aggregator also has the ability to view the information on a real
time GUI or save the data to a CSV file. Figure A.19 illustrates the connections between 
the different software modules. 

Figure A.l9: The hierarchy of the data collection modules. The camera module is configured 
to collect from APRIL tags or beacons. The camera module sends information 
to the aggregator through network packets. The roneHost communicates directly 
to the robot for neighbor information between robots and connects directly to the 
aggregator program over USB connection. Once the data is aggregated together, 
the data can be opened in a Viewer module or logged in CSV format in a Logger 

module. 

Each user experiment with the r-one typically has a unique set of information to collect 
such as scale-free or broadcast hops. To configure this information for data collection, the 
user would write r-one embedded code to print a CSV data stream. A data aggregation 
project will also be needed to parse their unique robot CSV data stream. Figure A.20 
demonstrates the components of the system that need to be replaced with the unique 
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information of the experiment. The aggregator merging of data can be modified inside the 
new user Logger project. 

Figure A.20: The hierarchy of the data collection modules with a unique experiment. The unique 
section of the experiment needs to be changed on the r-one embedded software that 
communicates to roneHost. If new information is being aggregated together, than 
the user would write a unique logger program as well. 

If only the camera tracking positions are needed in the experiment. A default project 
called AprilTagLogger is configured to save positions of multiple robots using the APRIL 
tag tracking system. No additional code is required and the process is fairly streamlined. 
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